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Our compact smart isolation TO220SIS package combined with the copper connector technology, have
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Visiting California in December and seeing

the Disney Museum gave me impressions of

a man that changed a lot in the world. Walt

Disney grew up in an environment that sup-

ported him and guided his cartoon painting.

An Aunt provided paper and pencils and the

motivation to try. What resulted is recognized

all over the world. That is what we can all

deliver to children – encouraging them in

creative activities, guiding their development

to choose a profession that will capture their

excitement and, at the same time, provide

for their needs. Too many people work just

for the money but being happy in your work

provides much more than money. It is only

one life for each of us and we should do it

right and help our children with theirs. If we

get them motivated to become an engineer,

we have achieved a great task.

Walt Disney also had a steam train going

around his house. It is on display in San

Francisco in the museum. Trains have been

a magic potion in the lives of many success-

ful men. In talking to a number of leaders in

industry, they make no secret of their fasci-

nation for model trains. The magic is still

alive. 

Technology has moved on from Disney’s

days and seeing the tall, mechanically oper-

ated, trick film movie camera was very

impressive. This was the production center

for all the magic films we saw a children.

These days, computers do the animation

and stand-along film is nearly obsolete hav-

ing been replaced by digital cameras in all

kind of applications.

Walt Disney also provided the vision for Dis-

ney World in Orlando, Florida.  APEC, the

most visionary power conference and show

in North America, will take place at Disney

World in early February. It is practically a

must-see to gauge progress in Power Elec-

tronic Technology – a place where experts

from science and industry come together

and join in conversation in the inspiring

atmosphere of a man with great ideas and

the faith to see them through to completion.

Communication is the only way to progress.

We delivered twelve issues last year and this

year we will continue on time, every time. As

a media partner, Bodo’s Power Systems is

internationally positioned.

My Green Power Tip for January: 

Santa may have brought you a nice new

coat. Give your old warm coats to people

that might need them for the winter. That is

much better than throwing them away. The

Salvation Army will take them for distribution

to where your gift will be appreciated.

See you at APEC 

Best regards

Motivation and

Inspiration
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Green Building, 

San Jose CA, 

Jan. 23rd-25th 

http://greenbuildingpower.darnell.com

Smart Grids Summit 

Stockholm, 

Jan. 24th -25th 

www.thesmartgridsummit.com

APEC, 

Orlando, Florida, 

Feb. 5th -9th 

http://apec-conf.org

EMC, 

Düsseldorf, Germany, 

Feb. 7th -9th

www.mesago.de/en/EMV/main.htm

Embedded world, 

Nuremberg, Germany, 

Feb 28th- March 1st 

www.embedded-world.de

Events

http://greenbuildingpower.darnell.com
http://www.thesmartgridsummit.com
http://apec-conf.org
http://www.mesago.de/en/EMV/main.htm
http://www.embedded-world.de


Several current ranges from 6 to 50 ARMS 

 PCB mounted
 Up to 30% smaller size (height)
Up to 8.2 mm Clearance / Creepage
distances +CTI 600 for high insulation

 +5 V Single Supply
 Low offset and gain drift
High Accuracy @ +85°C

 Access to Voltage Reference
 Analog Voltage output

www.lem.com At the heart of power electronics.

Future precision.
Future performance.
Now available.

The transducers of tomorrow. LEM creates them today. Unbeatable in size, they
are also adaptable and adjustable. Not to mention extremely precise. After all, they 
have been created to achieve great performance not only today  but as far into
the future as you can imagine.

CAS-CASR-CKSR

http://www.lem.com
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Semikron presents the English version of its Application Manual. The

German version is already available.  The 464-page-long manual

provides electronics experts with detailed information on the selection

and use of IGBT, MOSFET, diode and thyristor components.

The Application Manual contains detailed application-related informa-

tion such as electrical configuration for key operating conditions, driv-

er and protection elements for semiconductors, thermal dimensioning

and cooling, tips on parallel and series connection, assembly tips for

optimised power layouts with regard to parasitic elements, as well as

notes to help users better understand datasheets and the require-

ments that arise from specific ambient conditions. Assembly and con-

nection technologies which have a major impact on the properties of

semiconductor modules and the limits in field applications are also

described, as are reliability data, life cycle analyses and key test

processes. 

The German and English Application Manual is available for €9.90

under the ISBN No. 978-3-938843-56-7 (German) and  under ISBN-

Nr. 978-3-938843-66-6 (English) and via the Sindopower power elec-

tronics eCommerce portal at www.sindopower.com. Based on the

Power Electronics Application Manual, excerpts are published on the

knowledge platform www.powerelectronics-base.com and www.leis-

tungselektronik-wissen.de, in both German and English. 20 articles

are already available and a valuable power electronics reference for

amateurs and professionals alike.

“The affordable price makes this work accessible to a multitude of

users”, comments Dr. Arendt Wintrich, one of the four authors of the

manual and specialist for applications and simulations at Semikron.

The three co-authors are Dr.-Ing. Ulrich Nicolai, Dr. techn. Werner

Tursky from Semikron, and University Professor Dr.-Ing. Tobias

Reimann, head of Industrial Electronics at the Technical University of

Ilmenau. 

www.semikron.com

Power Semiconductor Application Manual

PulseSwitch Systems,

LC, which announced

that it will begin a strong

push into the self-pow-

ered switch control and

sensor market in 2012,

has expanded its Board

in preparation for that

undertaking. PulseSwitch

sells self-powered wireless devices and controls a portfolio of intel-

lectual property relating to self-powered switches, controls, sensors

and systems that includes issued patents in more than 25 countries,

and pending patent applications in the United States, Canada,

Europe, India and China. 

Joining PulseSwitch as a consultant and a Board Member will be

Donald R. Schroeder, recently retired Executive Vice President of

CTS Corporation. During his almost 40 years with CTS, Mr. Schroed-

er served as Vice President of Sales and Marketing, producing

$500M+ in annual sales during his tenure. He was also the President

& General Manager of CTS' Electronics Manufacturing Services busi-

ness and its Electronic Components business with operations in

North America, Asia and Europe. 

When he was Chief Technology Officer of CTS, Mr. Schroeder nego-

tiated numerous patent licenses with large international corporations.

Mr. Schroeder is a Director of IPC, which he also serves as Secre-

tary/Treasurer and the chair of the Marketing and Technology com-

mittee. 

www.LightningSwitch.com

Push into Energy harvesting Market 

Texas Instruments in 2010 was the undisput-

ed champion of a critical electronics market

that generates copious growth—but garners

little attention: the industrial electronics semi-

conductor space, according to a new IHS

iSuppli Industrial Electronics Market Tracker

report from information and analysis provider

IHS (NYSE: IHS).

Leveraging its broad participation in a variety

of market segments, TI in 2010 earned

$1.79 billion in industrial electronics semi-

conductor revenue, giving it a 6.5 percent

market share as presented in the figure

below.

“While much attention is heaped on sexier

semiconductor markets such as a wireless,

computers and consumer electronics,

the industrial segment actually outgrew

all these areas in 2010,” noted Jacobo

Carrasco Heres, industrial electronics

analyst at IHS. “In fact, industrial elec-

tronics in 2010 was the second-fastest

growing semiconductor market after

automotive. Dallas-based TI managed

to lead in this area last year partly because

of its robust footprint worldwide and its broad

participation in virtually every industrial elec-

tronics market segment—from automation to

medical, to energy and military. The compa-

ny also benefitted from its strong product

offerings in analog, microcontrollers and digi-

tal signal processing.”

The completion of the acquisition of National

Semiconductor in the third quarter this year

is expected to further reinforce TI’s hold on

the pinnacle when rankings are reassessed

at the end of 2011.

www.ihs.com

Texas Instruments Reigns Supreme in Industrial Electronics

Rank Company
Revenue in US 

Dollars
Market Share 

(%)
1 Texas Instruments $1.788 6,5%
2 STMicroelectronics $1.592 5,8%
3 Infineon Technologies $1.418 5,2%
4 Intel $1.205 4,4%
5 Analog Devices $1.188 4,3%
6 Renesas $952 3,5%
7 Toshiba $948 3,5%
8 NXP Semiconductors $845 3,1%
9 Maxim Integrated Products $779 2,8%
10 Mitsubishi $753 2,7%

http://www.semikron.com
http://www.Lightningswitch.com
http://www.ihs.com


[ www.infi neon.com/highpower ]

High efficiency by 3-Level Topology
650V 3-Level-IGBT-Modules with PressFIT-Technology

Infineon‘s new family of 3-Level Inverter modules offers significant advantages for 
designing highly efficient UPS and solar inverters.

the three level inverter proves to be an attractive candidate for low and medium power 
low voltage applications which require high switching frequencies, complex filtering and 
high efficiency like double conversion UPS and solar inverters. Integrating all elements 
of 
a phase leg into one module optimizes stray inductance and handling efforts.

� 30A - 400A/650V modules
� Low inductive design
� High reliability due to PressFIT
� Optimized thermal performance
�  RoHS compliant

Infineon Technologies Industrial Power, 1050 Route 22, Lebanon, NJ 08833
Phone: 908-236-5600, info.usa@infineon.com

http://www.infinean.com/highpower
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Analog Devices announced that it has entered into a worldwide sales

distribution agreement with Richardson RFPD, Inc. As one of the

leading distributors of RF and microwave components, Richardson

RFPD will support the design-in of ADI’s high-performance RF ICs

(integrated circuits) along with the company’s full range of analog,

mixed-signal and digital signal-processing products. ADI’s RF ICs

and signal-processing technology are available now through Richard-

son RFPD’s North and South America offices and are expected to be

available through Richardson RFPD’s offices in Europe, Middle East,

Greater China, Asia Pacific and Japan in the first half of 2012.

ADI delivers world-leading data converters, amplifiers, MEMs, DSPs

(digital signal processors) and power management ICs and a portfo-

lio of high-performance RF ICs covering the entire RF signal chain

from leading function blocks such as PLLs, mixers and power detec-

tors, to highly integrated short-range single-chip transceiver solutions.

Together, these technologies form a complete design and play a fun-

damental role in converting, conditioning, and processing real-world

phenomena in a wide array of applications.

“Our customers are integrating wired and wireless connectivity into

an ever-widening range of applications, and ADI’s high-performance

RF and signal-processing portfolio is at the core of these systems,”

said Peter Real, ADI vice president for Linear and RF. “With our port-

folio and Richardson RFPD’s technical team, customers can expect

to accomplish great things.”   

Alex Glass, ADI vice president, worldwide channel sales, said, “We

are pleased to enter into this agreement with Richardson RFPD

whose highly skilled RF and microwave sales and technical support

teams will be accessible to customers through a global network of 47

offices and seven stocking locations.”

“We are excited to partner with ADI, and this distributor agreement

further elevates Richardson RFPD’s ability to support all aspects of

our customers’ needs for design, logistics, and new product updates,”

said Greg Peloquin, president of Richardson RFPD. “Combining

ADI’s leadership position in ADC and DAC technology, and their

investment in developing innovative RF products with our global

reach into the  RF & Wireless market, make it possible for RF engi-

neers to now procure almost every part they need from one qualified

source.”

www.richardsonrfpd.com

Worldwide Distributor Agreement to Expand Support for RF Systems Designers

Indium Corporation Product Manager of PCB

Assembly Materials Tim Jensen will present

Material and Process Optimization for Head-in-Pil-

low Elimination as part of SMTA’s webinar series

January 12, 2012, from 11 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.

Tim’s presentation will include an overview on

Head-in-Pillow (HIP) defects and how process

and material selection can have a significant

impact on the potential for HIP defects. Tim will

also analyze the printing and reflow processes for ways that opti-

mization can help to significantly reduce the potential for HIP, includ-

ing the critical solder paste attributes that can help minimize HIP.

As a product manager, Tim works with customers to troubleshoot and

optimize SMT process lines. He specializes in Sn/Pb and Pb-free sol-

der paste, halogen-free soldering materials, wave solder fluxes, bar

solder, rework fluxes, and flux-cored wire.

Tim is an SMTA-certified process engineer and has earned his bach-

elor’s degree in Chemical Engineering from Clarkson University. He

readily shares his expertise by authoring technical papers, writing for

technical publications, and participates actively in several IPC stan-

dards development committees. Tim also authors a blog, which can

be found at blogs.indium.com/blog/tim-jensen.

For more information or to register, visit www.smta.org.

Indium Corporation is a premier materials supplier to the global elec-

tronics, semiconductor, solar, thin-film and thermal management mar-

kets. Products include solders, preforms, and fluxes; brazes; sputter

targets; indium, gallium, and germanium chemicals and sourcing; and

Reactive NanoFoil®. Founded in 1934, Indium has global technical

support and factories located in China, Singapore, South Korea, the

United Kingdom, and the USA.

www.indium.com

Technology Expert to Host Webinar on Head-in-Pillow Elimination

By planting 7,500 trees of a species threat-

ened with extinction in the Punto Umbria

region in Spain, around 1,000 employees of

EBV Elektronik, an Avnet company and the

leading specialist in Europe, Middle East and

Africa semiconductor distribution, left a

green mark on Andalusia and showed just

how seriously it takes its corporate environ-

mental program ECOmise it™.

With EBV’s complete workforce from EMEA

coming together in Huelva for a sales con-

ference and team-building event, manage-

ment realised right from the start how impor-

tant it was to organize this meeting in a cli-

mate-friendly manner. Bernd Schlemmer,

director

communications of EBV Elektronik, explains

the background: “Since we flew all our 1,000

employees to Spain, the terms of our

ECOmise it program mean that we felt

obliged to compensate not only for our CO²

consumption through travel, but also to cre-

ate something sustainable which helps

reduce the area’s carbon footprint on a long

term basis. With this in mind, all employees

present participated in this huge project, in

which we reforested an area of more than

500.000 m² - an area roughly equivalent to

70 football pitches.”

Reforestation took place in an area known

as ‘Los Enebrales’, which was declared a

natural park in 1989 and is the second

biggest nature reserve in the province of

Huelva. Los Enebrales’ 162 hectares of

dunes along the beaches between Punta

Umbría and El Portil are covered with pine,

bushes and rockroses, as well as seaside

junipers, which – despite being the most sig-

nificant tree in this region – are considered

endangered in Andalusia and included on

the national Spanish catalogue of species in

danger of extinction. 

Over a nominal timeframe of 20 years, up to

1,390 tons of CO2 will be absorbed annually

through EBV’s environmentally- friendly

activities; this makes the reforestation pro-

gram a milestone for corporate social

responsibility initiatives in Spain, where a

project of this nature has never been carried

out on such a large scale before. Meanwhile

this reforestation initiative gave the EBV

employees involved the opportunity to

acquire a profound knowledge of the local

flora, heightening their environmental aware-

ness and making for

an unforgettable experience. Most important-

ly, EBV staff left Andalusia greener than they

found it.

www.ebv.com

Employees Perform the Biggest Reforestation in the History of Spain

www.indium.com
www.ebv.com
www.richardsonrfpd.com
www.bodospower.com
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CIPS 2012, 6 – 8 March 2012, in Nuremberg

is the 7th International Conference on Inte-

grated Power Electronics Systems. 

Higher power efficiency, density, reliability,

and lower volume and cost: How to reach

these goals and what solutions are feasible?

These topics will be discussed at the 7th

CIPS Conference by power electronics

experts coming from all over the world.

Power electronics will remain a key technol-

ogy in the years to come: Energy saving to

protect our climate can be done only by

using power electronics systems. Those sys-

tems can be found in electronic ballasts for

fluorescent and discharge lamps, in efficient

induction cookers and variable frequency

motor drives. Especially the production of

wind and solar energy without power elec-

tronics is not possible. Also the e-mobility 

relies on efficient and reliable power electron-

ics systems for driving and charging batteries.

Higher efficiencies can be gained by apply-

ing system integration based on advanced

materials and joining as well as on active

and passive components. 

Due to improved cooling technologies and

reduced use of materials, system costs can

be reduced and by applying the “building-in

reliability” concept the total system reliability

will be improved. Computer aided design

and test tools are necessary to achieve a

“first right” and robust design.

CIPS 2012 is organized by VDE ETG and

ECPE and technically co-sponsored by the

IEEE PELS and ZVEI. The conference

papers undergo a peer review process which

allows their introduction to the IEEE Xplore

digital data base. 

The Technical Program Committee selected

85 out of 105 abstracts. 45 of them will be

oral and 28 will be poster presentations. The

best poster as well as the best young engi-

neer’s presentation will be awarded.

The frame of these presentations is given by

three keynote papers and nine invited

papers which will provide an overview on the

state-of-the-art of the most important topics: 

Keynote Papers: 

Extreme Efficiency Power Electronics:

Johann W. Kolar, ETH Zurich,  Switzerland

Reliability of Power Electronics Under Ther-

mal Loading: Patrick McCluskey, University

of Maryland, USA

SiC Device and Power Module Technologies

for Environmentally Friendly Vehicles: Kimi-

mori Hamada, Toyota Motor Corporation,

Japan

Invited papers:

Advanced Cooling for Power Electronics:

Sukhvinder Kang, Aavid, USA

Analysis of Innovative Packaging Technolo-

gies and Trends for Power Modules:

Alexandre Avron, Yole, France

Electromagnetic Modeling of EMI Input Fil-

ters: Andreas Muesing, Gecko Research

GmbH, Switzerland

On-chip System Integration: Ashraf Lofti,

Enpirion Inc. USA

Combined Reliability Testing: An Approach to

Ensure Reliability Under Complex Loading

Conditions: Olaf Wittler, Fraunhofer IZM,

Germany 

Integrated High Power Modules: C Mark

Johnson, University of Nottingham, UK

SiC and GaN Devices – Competition or

Coexistence? Nando Kaminski, University of

Bremen, Oliver Hilt, FBI Berlin, Germany

Planar Interconnect Technology for Power

Module System Integration Norbert Seliger,

University of Applied Sciences Rosenheim,

Karl Weidner, Siemens CT, Germany

Reliability of the Planar Skin Interconnect

Technology:

Uwe Scheuermann, Semikron, Germany

www.cips-conference.de

International Power Electronics Conference

Eckhard Wolfgang, ECPE and Hans-Dieter
Silber, University of Bremen Technical
Chairs CIPS 2012

The Global Energy Prize, one of the

world’s most respected awards in

energy science, is now accepting

nominations for its over $1 million

2012 award. The Prize will be given to

the winner by the President of Russia

in an official ceremony which will take

place as part of the St Petersburg

International Economic Forum, in June

2012.

The Global Energy Prize annually rewards innovation and solutions

in global energy research and its concurrent environmental chal-

lenges. The degree to which a development contributes to the benefit

of humanity is a key driver in deciding the recipient of the prize. The

Prize has become increasingly important as governments, energy

companies and consumers all seek to address existing and projected

energy shortfalls.

Dr. Arthur Rosenfeld (USA), Laureate of the Global Energy Prize

2011, comments:

"My reaction to the news that I had received the Global Energy Prize

was a mixture of delight and complete surprise.  My reputation

among Americans and other Westerners is fairly well established, but

I am almost unknown among Russians who have, until President

Medvedev, not paid much attention to my chosen field of efficient use

of energy. Thus my selection suggests to me a very flexible process

in which Russians are putting a new emphasis on modern energy

and environmental policies."

Applications open in November 2011 and will be accepted through

February 29th, 2011. Candidates can be nominated only by the high-

est-rated scientists, such as Nobel Prize Laureates for physics or

chemistry, past Laureates of the Global Energy Prize, and Laureates

of the Kyoto, Max Planck, Wolf and Balzan prizes.

The winner of the 2012 Prize will be selected by an International

Prize Award Committee, which includes 37 internationally-based sci-

entists and specialists, as well as representatives of international

research organisations. 

www.globalenergyprize.org/en/

2012 Global Energy Prize Now Accepting Nominations

www.globalenergyprize.org/en/
www.cips-conference.de
www.bodospower.com
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Researchers at Chalmers University of Tech-

nology have demonstrated that two stacked

chips can be vertically interconnected with

carbon nanotube vias through the chips.

This new method improves possibilities for

3D integration of circuits, one of the most

promising approaches for miniaturization and

performance promotion of electronics.

Three dimensional integration is a hot field

within electronics since it offers a new way

to package components densely and thus

build tiny, well-functioning units. When stack-

ing chips vertically, the most effective way to

interconnect them is with electrical intercon-

nects that go through the chip (instead of

being wired together at the edges) – what

are known as through-silicon vias.

The industry thus far has primarily used cop-

per for this purpose; however, copper has

several disadvantages that can limit the reli-

ability of 3D electronics. Another major issue

involves cooling when the chips get hot. The

excellent thermal qualities of carbon nan-

otubes can play a decisive role in this

respect.

Thus a research team at Chalmers is work-

ing with carbon nanotubes as conductive

material for through-silicon vias. Carbon

nanotubes – or tubes made of graphene

whose walls are only one atom thick – are

going to be the most reliable of all conduc-

tive materials if it is possible to use them on

a large scale. This is the opinion of Kjell

Jeppsson, a member of the research team.

"Potentially, carbon nanotubes have much

better properties than copper, both in terms

of thermal and electrical conductivity”, he

says. “Carbon nanotubes are also better

suited for use with silicon from a purely

mechanical point of view. They expand

about the same amount as the surrounding

silicon while copper expands more, which

results in mechanical tension that can cause

the components to break."

The researchers have demonstrated that two

chips can be vertically interconnected with

carbon nanotubes by through-silicon via

interconnects, and that the chips can be

bonded. They have also demonstrated that

the same method can be used for electrical

interconnection between the chip and the

package.

www.chalmers.se

Carbon Nanotubes Best for 3D Electronics

Fairchild Semiconductor is

going to inaugurate the newly

formed Technology Develope-

ment Centre (TDC) in Munich,

Dornach in Q1/2012. The TDC

is located conveniently in the

Einstein Business Centre, well

connected by public transport

(S-Bahn Riem and U-Bahn

Messe) as well as to the Auto-

bahn (Riem). Including all

expansion options, the new Fairchild location will be accommodating

around 100 people in 1900m2 including a versatile high-voltage char-

acterization and application lab. "The new Fairchild R&D location will

represent a hub for innovation for new technologies and products in

the high-voltage arena including wide-band gap materials and high-

power modules", says Alfred Hesener, Sr. Director of Marketing and

Application Engineering Europe.

www.fairchildsemi.com

Technology Developement Centre in Munich

A team of students from RWTH Aachen Uni-

versity in Germany has won the second TI

European Analog Design Contest with its

project titled "Non-Contact System for Tho-

racic Activity Monitoring."

The team, made up of Daniel Teichmann,

Jerome Foussier and Jing Jia, took first

place despite tough competition from 155

teams across Europe. The other winners

were: 

• Second place: University of Freiburg, Ger-

many, for "Weather in a Box." 

• Third place: Warsaw University of Tech-

nology, Poland, for "Biofeedback Device." 

• Fourth place: University of Lodz, Poland,

for "Patient Activity Monitor for Holter

Examination."  

The Analog Design Contest offers students a

chance to work on a design project while

using TI’s broad range of high-performance

analog ICs.  Teams consisting of a minimum

of two students can participate with projects

using three different TI analog ICs or two

analog ICs and a TI processor.  

Judging criteria include engineering analysis,

originality, quality and creativity in designs

featuring TI analog integrated circuits." The

top 20 teams automatically progress to the

second level of judging and compete for the

"Engibous Prize for Innovation in Analog.

www.ti.com/adc

German Team Wins European Analog Design Contest

ECPE Workshop Future Trends for Power

Semiconductors 

26 January (evening) – 27 January 2012,

Zurich, Switzerland

Chairmen: Prof. J.W. Kolar, ETH Zurich

Prof. D. Silber, University Bremen

Prof. L. Lorenz, ECPE e.V. 

The ECPE Calendar of Events 2012 is avail-

able on the website

www.ecpe.org

Future Trends for Power Semiconductors

www.fairchildsemi.com
www.chalmers.se
www.ti.com/adc
www.ecpe.org
www.bodospower.com
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Parker Hannifin’s latest addition to its AC

variable speed drives range the AC30V is

the first of an entirely new generation of

drives products from Parker and has been

designed specifically to meet the rigourous

demands of industrial pump, fan and general

purpose applications.

Initially available in three frame sizes with

standard dual mounting options of either

IP20 backplate or through-panel mounting,

the AC30V will cover the power range 0.75

kW to 18.5 kW (variable torque rating). Fully

enclosed IP55 and coldplate mount versions

along with extended power capabilities up to

110 kW will be introduced progressively.

Its modular design has enabled Parker to

create an AC30 Series which will evolve to

include customised variants for complex

process or specialised applications. This

modularity also reduces the inventory

requirements and associated costs for the

stockist or end-user alike.

An all new easy to use graphical keypad

provides full access to all drive functions

simply and intuitively. The clear and easy to

read backlit LCD display can present infor-

mation in any one of ten different languages

including simplified Chinese. 

With the integrated configuration wizard, it is

now possible for users to configure the drive

in a matter of minutes without having to be

an expert. The wizard guides the user

through the setup procedure in a number of

simple steps and automatically takes care of

the majority of the drives parameters. Once

configured, an autotune function ensures the

drive is optimised to the motor and drive

parameters can then be stored on a stan-

dard SD card for backup, or be used to set

up other drives.

AC30V has been designed with simplicity in

mind, but this doesn’t compromise its func-

tionality. Integrated macros for a range of

applications and PLC functionality enable

more capable users to create sophisticated

control that would previously have required a

separate PLC. More flexibililty can be provid-

ed by the addition of one of the numerous

optional field-fittable I/O cards that are avail-

able.

For users with minimal control and diagnos-

tic requirements, the free to download ‘Drive

Quicktool‘ software package enables users

to configure, monitor and control the drive

simply and easily from a laptop computer.

Once again the simplicity doesn’t compro-

mise the functionality as the software

enables users to connect either directly to

the drive or across a LAN network. Automat-

ic detection of the drive’s IP address by the

software makes it easier for the user to cor-

rectly identify the AC30 drives from other

equipment that may be on the same net-

work.

AC30V has been designed for use in even

the most arduous of environments. With an

extended operating temperature range of 0

to 50 °C, conformal coating to 3C3 as stan-

dard, integrated EMC filter to C2 1st environ-

ment and integrated DC choke to reduce line

harmonics, you can be confident that not

only will the AC30V operate in any applica-

tion, but also that it will not have a negative

effect on other electrical systems in the

immediate area in accordance with

EN61800-3.

With Ethernet communication as standard

and integrated user configurable web pages,

the AC30V is ready out of the box to fit into

many new or existing applications. However,

the AC30V can also integrate seamlessly

into other industrial networks with the addi-

tion of optional communications cards sup-

porting a host of popular fieldbus communi-

cations such as Profinet, Profibus, Ethernet

IP, Bacnet, EtherCAT, DeviceNet, CANopen

and Modbus TCP/IP.

www.parker.com

B L U E  P R O D U C T  O F  T H E  M O N T H

Future AC Variable 

Speed Drive Design

www.parker.com
www.bodospower.com
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Whether for industrial, embedded, telecom-

munications, enterprise, or storage applica-

tions, designers of electronic systems face

substantial hardware design challenges

when it comes to power management.  Chal-

lenges include the drive to higher-density

form factors with rising bus speeds;

increased functionality/storage/processing

capacities; shrinking semiconductor geome-

tries; ICs with more power rails; and ever-

present pressures toward lowest total cost

with fastest time to market — all while facing

scarcity in critical hardware development

resources. 

When selecting point-of-load voltage regula-

tor solutions, designers often assume they

will have to compromise in one or more

areas, such as targeted efficiency, noise,

transient response, thermal management

considerations, total cost, solution size, or

design complexity. For example, they might

feel the need to select a linear versus a

switching regulator or a discrete regulator

versus an integrated module.

Working with many first-time PowerSoC

(power system-on-a-chip) customers, we

often find that assumptions about compro-

mises are more like modern-day myths. Very

high-density DC-DC PowerSoCs with fully

integrated inductors, like those offered by

Enpirion, benefit from focused investments

in the underlying elements of DC-DC conver-

sion — notably high-frequency semiconduc-

tor and magnetics technologies, integrated

lead-frame packaging, and comprehensive

DC-DC system engineering. As a result,

PowerSoCs are ready to tackle a range of IC

power management challenges directly,

leading to more optimized customer solu-

tions.

For example, higher power efficiency arises

from minimizing the sources of power loss.

Switching and conduction losses are primari-

ly associated with semiconductor power

FETs and the inductor; additional losses are

due to device and PCB parasitics. Discrete

DC-DC converters often meet efficiency tar-

gets by lowering frequencies and using larg-

er off-the-shelf external inductors. The aim is

lower losses, but the result is larger current

loops and problematic exposed magnetic

fields. These designs must contend with

higher radiated noise and ripple, often

adding to the challenge of PCB design.

Efforts to drive discrete DC-DC converters to

smaller footprints with higher frequency only

add to circuit board noise challenges, gener-

ally resulting in prototype iteration.  

In contrast, PowerSoCs from Enpirion

achieve low-loss, high-frequency operation

by the novel implementation of CMOS with

LDMOS technology, along with magnetics

that are an order of magnitude smaller than

discrete converters. High-density Power-

SoCs achieve up to 96% efficiency, com-

pared to much larger DC-DC converters,

while also suppressing switching noise

sources.

This small-but-efficient approach is the result

of deliberate innovations implementing fine-

line FET technology, which capitalizes on

very small transistors to achieve high

process Figure Of Merit (i.e., Q*R), along

with low-loss magnetics that use proprietary

geometries and materials optimized for high-

frequency operation. Compact integration of

these two key components — together with

control, compensation, and high-frequency

filters using advanced lead-frame construc-

tion — provide especially low parasitics and

thermal resistances.  The resulting high-den-

sity PowerSoC design mitigates undesirable

losses, delivering efficient, low-noise, and

thermally robust products.  
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G U E S T  E D I T O R I A L

Approaches to Optimizing 

DC-DC Power Design, Without

Compromise
By Mark Cieri, Director of Marketing and Dr. Ahmed Abou-Alfotouh, 

Manager, Systems Architecture Group, Enpirion

www.bodospower.com


Beyond its three fundamental technology innovation areas, Enpirion

focuses heavily on comprehensive DC-DC system engineering,

including the design of the power stage and integrating compensa-

tion.  This effort ensures that customers meet all performance targets

while also significantly compressing their required design process

and achieving first-pass prototype success. As such, designers enjoy

faster time to market without compromise.

Taking a closer look, PowerSoC solutions include pre-selected exter-

nal components (i.e., no web tools required), completed regulator

design, and certified PCB layouts.  Behind the scenes, power system

engineering focuses on achieving optimized footprint, noise,

input/output ripple, load transient and stability attributes. These Pow-

erSoC engineers characterize all subcomponents and perform rigor-

ous system simulations and validation across broad parameters relat-

ed to silicon, inductor, capacitor, small-signal components, operating

conditions, and circuit board layouts. System engineering enables

plug-and-play designs that attain performance targets for system

noise and time domain with the smallest and fewest components and

lowest solution cost.

By contrast, traditional DC-DC converter solutions minimize attributes

such as noise and transient response by reducing the frequency,

adding more capacitance, and guard banding. Additionally, alternative

DC-DC switchers often require secondary input and output filtering; in

especially noise-sensitive power rails, they might even use LDOs.

These approaches lead to compromises in bill of materials (BOM),

PCB area, and efficiency. Their longer and more iterative design

processes also sacrifice time to market. 

PowerSoCs, as complete engineered IC-level systems, also optimize

reliability — with 8 to 10 times improvement versus regulators, which

have significantly more external components, especially the inductor.

Enpirion’s PowerSoC system MTBF (Mean Time Between Failure) is

greater than 21,800 years. To ensure PowerSoC reliability, Enpirion

manufacturing tests key system functionality, and engineering con-

ducts extensive IC-level JESD qualification.  

In addition, PowerSoC systems improve thermal performance, oper-

ating reliably over a wide temperature range. The devices minimize

internal device power dissipation and efficiently route heat through

the low thermal resistance path, namely the integral copper-based

lead frame assembly connected to thermal vias. In contrast to com-

monly accepted practices, this robust PowerSoC design does not

require load de-rating, heat sinks, or airflow at industrial-rated tem-

peratures of 85°C.  

In summary, through innovative and focused engineering, Power-

SoCs challenge traditional DC-DC power design paradigms. Enpirion

has developed key intellectual property in the areas of high-frequen-

cy IC technology, low-loss magnetics, and advanced power packag-

ing that enables very small and high-density DC-DC PowerSoC solu-

tions. Electronic hardware designers can achieve high efficiency, low

noise, high reliability, ease of design, and lowest total cost for a vari-

ety of applications — all at the same time. In other words: optimized

power management without compromise.

www.enpirion.com
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THE PERFECT CHOICE FOR YOUR AC/DC APPLICATION

ELECTRONICON Kondensatoren GmbH  ·  Keplerstrasse 2  ·  Germany - 07549 Gera  ·  Fon: +49 365 7346 100  ·  email: sales@electronicon.com  ·  web: www.electronicon.com

w w w. e l e c t r o n i c o n . c o m

Capacitors for Power Electronics - Where quality counts most! 

Any device is only as strong as its weakest part. When designing 
high-value equipment, components have to function flawlessly. 
Capacitors tend to be more sensitive to extreme operating conditions
than other parts, and their failure can have grave consequences. 
ELECTRONICON’s PEC range of capacitors proves that premium 
performance and reliability can be achieved without a  premium
price tag. We make your product superior in every way but at an
affordable price.

www.enpirion.com
www.electronicon.com
www.bodospower.com
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GENERAL

Booming shipments of ultrabooks during the

next four years will shake up various semi-

conductor markets, boosting the prospects

for sensors as well as power and analog

semiconductors, but decreasing the market

opportunity for upgrade memory modules, so

IHS iSuppli. Global ultrabook shipments are

expected to soar to 136.5 million units in

2015, up from less than 1 million in 2011. 

SEMICONDUCTORS 

As many semiconductor vendors announced

relatively weak sales for the third quarter of

2011, and preannounced poor guidance for

the fourth quarter, the anticipated inventory

correction is well under way, so Gartner. This

process will continue to dampen sales 

prospects for at least the remainder of the

year before sequential growth can return in

2012. 

Global semiconductor revenue in 2011 now

is expected to rise by 1.2 percent compared

to 2010, so IHS iSuppli. This is down from

the previous IHS forecast of 2.9 percent

issued in September. IHS forecasts 2012

semiconductor revenue growth will amount

to an anemic 3.2 percent. A return to

stronger growth will not begin until 2013. 

40 years ago, Intel introduced the world’s

first commercially available microprocessor –

the Intel 4004 – triggering the start of the

digital revolution. Compared to the Intel

4004, today’s second-generation Intel Core

processors are more than 350,000 times the

performance and each transistor uses about

5,000 times less energy. 

Globalfoundries has postponed its plan to

start building the Gulf’s first microprocessor-

fabrication plant in Abu Dhabi next year. 

The company, which is 91 per cent owned

by Abu Dhabi’s Advanced Technology Invest-

ment Company (ATIC), will not start con-

struction of the facility next year because of

the uncertain global economic outlook, so

local media reports. 

The ENIAC Joint Undertaking announced

that the project “Nanoelectronics for an

Energy Efficient Electrical Car (E3Car)”

received its 2011 innovation award, demon-

strating 35 percent energy savings, lower

costs, improved reliability and shorter time to

market by introducing innovations at compo-

nent and sub-system level, some of which

are being adopted in real-life applications as

early as in 2012. With a combined R&D

budget of € 180 M and more than 100 partic-

ipants from the whole value-creation chain,

these projects shall generate knowledge and

product prototypes substantiating the Euro-

pean claim for electronic leadership in the

rapidly growing electro-mobility sector. The

consortium is coordinated by Infineon Tech-

nologies. 

OPTOELECTRONICS 

Innovation Network Corporation of Japan

(INCJ), Hitachi, Sony and Toshiba have

signed definitive agreements to integrate

their small- and medium-sized display busi-

nesses in a new company to be established

and operated by INCJ, which is planned to

be named Japan Display. INCJ.

Based on panel makers’ shipment targets in

Q411, 209 million LCD TV panels will be

shipped in 2011, 5 percent less than the

220.8 million shipped during 2010. This

would make 2011 the first year that LCD TV

panel shipments decreased.

PASSIVE COMPONENTS 

Germany’s PCB revenues for August

reached the third highest level of the last 10

years, so the ZVEI. Sequentially, August rev-

enues were up 2 percent, while year-to-date

figure improved by 14 percent over the same

period last year. 

OTHER COMPONENTS 

Agilent announced that Ron Nersesian has

been appointed executive vice president and

chief operating officer. He has been presi-

dent of Agilent’s largest business, the Elec-

tronic Measurement Group (EMG), since

2009.

DISTRIBUTION 

European distribution bookings in Q311

declined by 18.4 percent compared to the

previous quarter and by 22.7 percent when

compared to the same period in the previous

year, so the IDEA (International Distribution

of Electronics Association). Sector specific

bookings changes in Q311 compared to the

same period in 2010 were: semiconductors

declined by 27.5 percent; passives declined

by 20.6 percent; and electro-mechs and

other components declined by 5.2 percent.

European distribution billings in Q311

declined by 11.8 percent, when compared to

the previous quarter and by 2.4 percent

compared to Q310. 

Avnet has agreed to purchase the French

company DE2, to strengthen its Avnet

Embedded business unit in EMEA. 

In the first half Electrocomponents revenue

grew by 11 percent year on year at £ 626.5

M, the International business grew by 14

percent and the UK by 5 percent. Profit

before tax grew by 17.6 percent at £ 59.4 M.

eCommerce revenue grew by 26 percent

and represents 54 percent of group sales at

the exit of the half year. 

This is the comprehensive power related

extract from the « Electronics Industry Digest

», the successor of The Lennox Report. For

a full subscription of the report contact:

eid@europartners.eu.com 

or by fax 44/1494 563503.

www.europartners.eu.com

M A R K E T

ELECTRONICS INDUSTRY DIGEST
By Aubrey Dunford, Europartners

www.europartners.eu.com
www.bodospower.com
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The latest developments in dc building power were highlighted at

Darnell’s DC Building Power Asia conference, held December 12-13,

2011, in Taipei. This market is projected to grow significantly over the

next several years, and the conference focused on where those

opportunities are. Several trends are driving growth, including the

smart grid, dc microgrids, LED lighting, integrated power manage-

ment and energy storage, and data center/telecom powering require-

ments.

Several papers focused on how dc powering can address the chal-

lenges faced by data centers, including “Modular High-Efficiency

Non-Isolated 380Vdc Power System for Data Center,” “New Plug and

Socket Outlet for 400Vdc, 10A,” and “Smart DC Power Supply Sys-

tem for Telecom Industry and Data Centers.” These systems are

being implemented now, and were discussed in detail by speakers

from Delta Electronics, Fujitsu, and Chung Hsin Electric Manufactur-

ing Group. 

For example, Delta’s approach for improving energy use in data cen-

ter infrastructure includes commercializing a 380Vdc power system

that incorporates environmental monitoring software and data center

precision cooling. Such a system can lead to higher efficiency, relia-

bility and power density, as well as lower cost, better power quality

and “excellent” phase balance. It also makes it easier to integrate

with renewable energy sources, such as photovoltaics, wind power

and fuel cells.

A project currently being implemented was described in the paper,

“Green IT Project in Korea – 380Vdc Distribution System Design and

Analysis.” In Korea, research on green IT technology for residential

and commercial buildings is underway, partially funded by the Korean

Ministry of Knowledge and Economy. The project is focused on the

realization of dc power distribution systems and energy management

systems, which is conducted by Seoul National University and Korea

Electronics Technology Institute, respectively. This research is mainly

focused on the application of dc technologies in residential and com-

mercial buildings.

In the first year, dc distribution system configurations (ac and dc, dis-

tributed dc, transmitted dc), and system parameters such as distribu-

tion voltage with a view of efficiency, safety, cost, compatibility, were

implemented. To observe the feasibility of a dc system, loads were

classified based on their type and power conversion stages. In 2011,

dc appliances such as refrigerators, TVs, PCs, LED lamps, irons and

air-conditioners were developed. Research on dc technologies such

as inrush current protection, dc EMI filters, dc switches, and circuit

breakers is also being conducted. The experimental results showed

increased efficiency of the entire system, utilizing a high-efficiency

ac-dc power supply developed during the past year.

In addition to advances in dc power for data centers, new advances

in solid-state lighting (SSL) are expected to drive the dc power mar-

ket over the next several years. Used in large high-definition signs,

architectural lighting, stadiums, billboards and other applications,

modern LEDs represent the latest lighting devices based on dc

power. “Dramatic” improvements in commercially available LED per-

formance, significant cost reduction, government regulations, and

energy savings could also help drive the LED replacement market.

At DC Building Power Asia, Germany’s Osram AG described new

LED drive approaches that are designed to optimize solid-state light-

ing performance and reduce cost in buildings with dc power distribu-

tion architectures. In both cases, 380/400Vdc power distribution was

identified as an optimal power source. Although the efficiency of the

linear driver is lower than a corresponding switch-mode driver, the

linear driver can still achieve 85% or greater efficiency if the input dc

power bus is relatively stable. With a well-regulated dc power bus,

the efficiency is 10% lower compared with a switch-mode solution,

and the cost is over 60% lower, dramatically reducing the overall cost

of the luminaries.

During the plenary session, ITRI discussed “LED Lighting, Now and

Future.” Because the cost of LED lighting is a key factor slowing the

adoption of this technology, high-voltage dc power is a key way to

reduce the cost of the three highest-cost elements in an LED lighting

system: the LEDs, the heat sink and the driver. 

A cost-effective solution is to use a compact LED light-engine in

which the dc-dc driver IC and LED chips are bonded on the same

substrate. Operation directly from 380Vdc input power reduces the

number of components in the driver circuit, substantially lowering the

cost. In addition, by using the latest high-voltage LEDs, a higher

operating efficiency can be achieved, reducing heat generation and

lowering the cost of the needed heat sink. 

DC microgrids got a lot of attention at DC Building Asia, as well. In

the US, microgrid deployment is driven by several factors, including

an uneven power distribution where new technologies can offer

greater value to both end-use customers and utilities. Utilities have

historically been opposed to microgrids because of their wish to

maintain control over grid operations and potential safety concerns.

But recently the IEEE published a standard to ensure “safe-islanding”

for a microgrid to continue operation and protect distribution line

workers in the even of disruption in the larger grid.

The opening presentation at DC Building Asia detailed a master plan

for the implementation of smart grid technologies in Taiwan by 2030

by the Chair of the National Energy Project – Smart Grid and AMI

Division, National Science Council. Among the topics presented were
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“cellular smart grids,” smart home energy systems and the use of

advanced distribution automation technologies to enable the absorp-

tion of high levels of distributed generation resources.

A “Multi-Microgrid” calls for a series of arbitrary microgrid elements

that could be integrated or separated like building blocks to modify

the size and structure of the microgrid in real time in response to

changing conditions in renewable energy resources and energy

demand. This concept is expected to support the development of

Cellular Smart Grids. 

Other topics addressed included energy storage solutions, such as

“Integrated Power Management and Energy Storage,” presented by

ZBB Energy Storage. ZBB discussed an integrated management

platform that supports the integration of any combination of generat-

ing sources, including having the grid as a two-way input. By adding

energy storage, the platform creates an expandable power plant sys-

tem that optimizes the supply of each energy source. The modular

architecture allows expansion, including the use of non-interrupted dc

power distribution for emerging classes of dc voltage devices, such

as variable frequency drives, LEDs, elevators and system controls.

Power can be regenerated directly back to the dc bus, delivering a

more efficient use and firmer supply of renewables.

The conference concluded with a tour of a fuel cell and smart meter

laboratory at Chung-Hsin Electric & Machinery Mfg. Corp. (CHEM).

CHEM is a member of the Taiwan Smart Grid Association, focusing

on microgrids, and their objective is to develop and demonstrate a

smart DC microgrid with renewable energy power sources synchro-

nized to the grid for data center and telecom applications. CHEM’s

“Smart DC Building” model includes a bi-directional dc-ac inverter

taking grid power to feed a high-voltage 380-430Vdc bus; along with

a bi-directional dc-dc converter using renewable energy power to

feed low-voltage 24/48Vdc loads.

Although still in the early stages, dc building power is slowly emerg-

ing as a viable and cost-effective alternative to ac powering. The

power requirements are not trivial, however, and these challenges

present multiple commercial opportunities for power supply compa-

nies.

DC Building Power Asia: 

http://dcbuildingpowerasia.darnell.com/
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Connectors
Product & Service Solutions for your design

� Board-to-Board Connectors

� Communication Connectors
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� Samples free of charge

www.we-online.com
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Even better when the needed power is so small, that maybe the data

lines of the sensor bus network (RS485 e.g.) can be used to supply

the sensor and its electronic. In this case it must be assured to limit

the input current and the overall power to avoid a malfunction or

damaging of the network, as this operation mode was never intended

for most sensor networks. In the following an isolated 1mW DC/DC

converter is shown, which uses amongst other things an excessively

low-current drawing PWM generator someone wouldn’t think first.

Requirements

The tough specifications are shown in the table below. It’s easy to

see, that with a traditional approach these requirements can not or

hardly be satisfied.

The three main challenges were identified:

• A very low input voltage and a limited input power of 3.4mW maxi-

mum

• The absolute minimum efficiency of the whole converter has to be

27% or better

• A load step of 180% of the maximum allowed input power

To achieve the needed efficiency, all losses of the converter and its

circuitry have to be as small as possible. Therefore also a low power

PWM controller is needed. Different solutions for generating a PWM

signal are known and were compared to each other.

All solutions except the Fly-Buck™, “CMOS” and “Digital” push-pull

need a high start up voltage of  >4V and therefore won’t work in this

application. As the input current has to be limited to 1.1mA, the volt-

age on the bulk capacitor which supplies the primary side of the

push-pull, drops during a load step. Therefore also the voltage on the

PWM generator drops and the circuit has to works still properly.

PWM Generator

To generate the PWM signal, also circuits with operational amplifiers

and integrated timers like NE555 were tested, but the power con-

sumption was unacceptable. As any low voltage CMOS device or low

power microcontroller can be used, both approaches were tested and

the microcontroller solution was clearly ahead in respect of power

consumption. The CMOS generator needed about 3.5mW and the

microcontroller solution with MSP430G2132 only 180μW.

Both devices were supplied by a 1.8V linear regulator TPS71501 with

very low power consumption (5μA) to ensure a proper working condi-

tion even when the input voltage drops. The low supply voltage

reduces also the overall power consumption of the microcontroller. To

reduce the losses on the LDO further, a TPS78xx with only 500nA

current consumption can be used.

To keep the voltage regulation simple, the PWM generator works with

a fixed duty cycle of 33% on each output and drives the push-pull

transformer in open loop at 78kHz. A linear regulator on the output of

the push-pull regulates the output voltage for powering the sensor.

All microcontrollers need some kind of programming to work as

desired. In this case the routine is pretty small and consists of only a

few lines of source code. After startup, the peripherals and the main

clock are initialized. Then Timer A is set to generate two PWM sig-

nals which are shifted 180 degree to each other. The last step is to

set the microcontroller in sleep mode LPM0, which reduces the cur-

rent consumption tremendous. In this mode the CPU and main clock

are switched off, but the timer is still running, which is enough for

generating the PWM signals for the push-pull.

C O V E R  S T O R Y

1mW Isolated DC/DC Converter

Extreme low current consumption of the microcontroller
Nowadays we’re living in an era of metering and sensing. More physical factors are measured
and collected then ever before, data is linked up and by the use of the internet sensor data can

be looked up from every place of the world. The tendency is to replace bulky mechanical meters
and sensors by electrical ones. They offer a lot of more flexibility and possibilities but they also
need always some kind of electrical power supply. Fortunately only little power in the range of

1..100mW is needed for most of theses applications.

By Milan Marjanovic & Matthias Ulmann, Texas Instruments

Table 1: Requirements

Table 2: Topology/ Technology

Figure 1: Both PWM signals as well as the drain-source voltage of
one push-pull MOSTFET 
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Of course, the microcontroller can be used for other purposes as well

as the PWM generation needs no CPU time and is working

autonomous.

Figure 1 shows both PWM signals as well as the drain-source volt-

age of one push-pull mosfet. The dead time was adjusted to achieve

zero current switching, which boosts efficiency.

Component Selection

Primarily the whole circuit has to work at the low input voltage of

3.1V. The PWM modulator with a MSP430 microcontroller or even

with a CMOS device fulfills these requirements. It must be also taken

care on the gate threshold voltage of the mosfets used to drive the

push-pull transformer. A logic level FET like BSS138 with a maximum

threshold of 1.5V is appropriate.

Furthermore a very low forward voltage drop of the rectification

diodes on the secondary side and low leakage current for all capaci-

tors is needed. As the leakage current can be a problem with elec-

trolytic or tantalum capacitors, only ceramic capacitors are applied.

To fulfill the load step requirement, buffer capacitors on the primary

as well as on the secondary side are needed. According to the

requirement, the calculations result in a total of 18μF on the input of

the converter. To cover all tolerances and deviations, 2x 22μF X7R

ceramic capacitors are placed in each case.

For charging this high capacitance on the input, a simple current lim-

iter is added. It limits not only the input current during normal opera-

tion to approximately 1mA, but works also as an inrush current limiter

when the board is attached to the sensor bus network for the first

time and as an overload protection. Due to temperature dependen-

cies the accuracy of this circuit is not that much precise, but it is

small and reliable.

The push-pull transformer was custom-made by Wurth Electronics

(part number 760390004) and has a total primary inductance of

3.3mH. The turns ratio is 1:1.5 to achieve a voltage on the output

which is always higher than the input voltage.

The output voltage of the push-pull is buffered by the capacitors men-

tioned above. Because this voltage is not constant as the converter is

working with a fixed duty cycle at a variable input voltage, an LDO

generates a precise voltage of 3.1V. To fulfill the requirements

according ripple (max. 5mV) and low noise, a linear regulator

TPS71501 with a very good  PSRR up to 10MHz is used.

The block diagram and a photo of the complete converter are shown

in Figure 2 and 3. Although the power level is very little, extensive

electronic circuitry is needed.

Measurements

The input and output voltage during startup of the converter is shown

in Figure 4. The voltage is ramping up cleanly within 300ms with no

load attached to the output.

To measure the efficiency, the input and output current as well the

voltage have to be measured precise. To measure the low currents, a

10 Ohm resistor (1% tolerance) was put in line of the input and out-

put to measure the voltage drop on the resistor. Without any load

attached, the system draws approximately 270μA at 3.1V (837μW)

and approx. 290μA at 3.4V (986μW) input voltage.

Efficiency at 300ìA load with 3.1V output voltage (930ìW load):

Efficiency at 300ìA load + 2mA load for 10ms @ 10 Hz (470ìA avg.)

with 3.1V output voltage:

Conclusion

With a microcontroller instead of an analog PWM modulator, a small

and reliable power supply with galvanic isolation for sensor applica-

tions was developed. For its power level of about 1mW, the peak effi-

ciency of more than 50% is remarkable. This is mainly enabled due

to the extreme low current consumption of the microcontroller, which

generates the PWM signals for driving the push-pull stage. The

whole circuit was built and tested, all data (schematic, layout, bill of

material, software) is available on TIs PowerLab™ Reference Design

Library (http://www.ti.com/powerlab) with PMP7022 as reference.

References

For more information on the used parts and technologies described

here please visit http://www.ti.com and read the corresponding

datasheets.

www.ti.com
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Figure 3: Photo of the complete converter

Figure 4: input and output voltage during startup of the converter 

Table 3: Efficiency at 300ìA load 

Figure 2: Block diagram of the complete converter
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Advanced power electronics are gradually reaching the limits of air

cooling solutions. The trend to attain higher and higher power in

more compact sizes requires efficient solutions, which can be

achieved by liquid cooling. Possible misgivings based on the pres-

ence of water in a touchy electric environment are no longer an issue

today; up-to-date technologies like vacuum brazing have dispelled

these concerns. Today’s market offers users of power semiconduc-

tors a variety of technologies to choose from. However, the pros and

cons for the individual application demand careful evaluation. Not

only thermal performance, but also electrochemical, mechanic and

hydraulic challenges have to be taken into consideration when

designing the technologically ideal cooling plate.

Entry Level Technology for Liquid Cooling

Cooling plates with embedded pipe meanders are the so-called entry

level technology for liquid cooling. S-shape copper tubes or, in

exceptional cases, stainless steel tubes are mounted into an alu-

minum base plate. The most common version is a serpentine copper

tube glued into a one-sided pre-machined base plate. The pipe

bends may be positioned inside or outside the aluminum plate. These

pipes are squeezed and milled on the surface to reach an even con-

tact plane. The alternative is to insert the copper tubes into channels

drilled centered and longitudinal into the plate, which requires brazing

the connections after assembly. The thermal contact is achieved by

expanding the tubes, for instance, by pulling a mandrel through them.

Cooling plates equipped with copper tubes can be manufactured at a

competitive price and are used for low- to medium-high thermal

requirements. Copper is an excellent heat conductor which also toler-

ates „contaminated“ cooling liquids. The thermal resistance between

the tube and the aluminum plate makes the cooling effect on the

complete contact surface of the cooling element slightly inhomoge-

neous. When positioning the electronic components onto the cooling

plate, the limited bending radius of the tubes has to be observed and

this does not always support a space-saving layout. Although tubes

made of stainless steel resist corrosion and aggressive substances

pretty well, they do have a low thermal conductivity and are more dif-

ficult to work with.  The meander can only be mounted into the alu-

minum plates from one side, otherwise the end turns would have to

be welded for centered tubes. A special cooling plate design is manu-

factured by utilizing stainless steel tubes embedded in cast alu-

minum. Cast aluminum, however, has a slightly lower heat conductiv-

ity compared to extruded aluminum, and requires its own casting

mold, depending on size.

Liquid Cooling Plates Utilizing Aluminum Profiles

If aluminum can be used in direct contact with the cooling liquid, a

pure aluminum cooling plate sports considerable advantages. The

heat transfer between the tube and the plate is eliminated, enabling

the entire assembly to become lighter in weight. The basis is a profile

with longitudinal drilled holes. This profile is then equipped with cross

drillings to redirect the coolant flow, this requires plugging the unused

openings.  An alternative is to machine the direction change channels

at the plate end and to close them with a welded-on cover. To reach

better flow characteristics in the straight channels, turbulators are

inserted in some cases. The biggest advantage is a simple, cost-

effective design.  Obviously, on the other hand, some restrictions in

the positioning of water channels, hot spots and mounting holes are

inevitable.  Design-based sharp corners in the channels may also

cause a high pressure drop in the cooling circuit.

Milled Aluminum Cooling Plates

To optimize the cooling circuit according to the components’ positions

and thermal requirements, designs equipped with milled water chan-

nels are an attractive solution. The cooling liquid can be directed

exactly under the hot spots of the power semiconductors and around

their mounting holes. A high flexibility is reached for the positioning of

various components on one cooling plate, which at the same time

serves as a support for the electronic elements. An exact cross-sec-

tion for the desired coolant flow can be dimensioned, thus achieving

an optimized liquid velocity and a minimum pressure drop. Correct

designing of the channels creates optimized turbulences in the cool-

ing liquid which in turn achieve the best possible heat transfer.

Machined base plates must of course be closed with a cover; the

simplest solution being to bolt it with a gasket. However, this entails a

certain risk of leakage which increases with larger plates.  A solid and

tight joint can be achieved by welding the lid to the base; by classic

gas-shielded, friction or laser welding.

Vacuum Brazing is First Choice

A completely homogeneous connection between the milled base

plate and the cover plate can only be achieved through vacuum braz-

ing. This technology combines all the advantages of the above-men-

tioned thermal and hydraulic properties with other merits such as an

optimized heat transfer to both sides of the coolplate, extreme

mechanical strength, absolute tightness and extremely long life. An

aluminum plate with machined cooling channels is used as a base.

The cover consists of two parts: the brazing sheet and the actual

cover plate. The thin aluminum brazing sheet is plated on both sides

with an aluminum alloy with a low melting point, positioned between

T H E R M A L M A N A G E M E N T
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Keep Cool

Liquid Cooling Meets Advanced Requirements of Power Electronics

So far nobody has succeeded in designing an electronic component with a 100% 
efficiency, so power that is lost during operation is transformed into heat.  In order to
avoid exceeding the acceptable temperature limit and subsequent destruction of the 

component, this heat needs to be removed as effectively as possible.  

By Rainer Selisko, Thermal Management Sales & Technical Support,
Mersen Germany and Austria 

www.bodospower.com


the base plate and the cover. The entire stack is then fixed with a

clamping device and heated in a vacuum furnace. The temperature-

time curve during the process demands a tight control in order to

reach a completely homogeneous heat diffusion and a temperature

between 580 and 600°C in the cooling plate. During the process the

liquefied plating of the brazing sheet creates a completely homoge-

neous bond with the adjacent aluminum parts. Many years of devel-

opment and experience in this field of technology enable Mersen to

master this sensible brazing process to absolute perfection.

Cooling plates manufactured in a vacuum brazing process show an

excellent heat transfer on both sides of the cooling circuit, making

them the perfect choice for double-sided placement. Because of the

consistent connection of each wall between the channels with the

cover, complete sealing is achieved, not only to the exterior, but also

between the individual channels. The resulting excellent high-pres-

sure resistance gives certitude that the coolplate will not buckle when

subjected to hydraulic shocks in the cooling circuit which could lead

to destruction of the electronic components.  Vacuum brazing tech-

nology can also be used to manufacture multi-layer coolplates in a

single brazing run. Even very complex cooling circuits, for instance

countercurrent circuits for a more homogeneous temperature distribu-

tion below one or more components, can be designed. 

Vacuum-Brazed Cooling Plates for Standard Applications

Based on experience with a multitude of customer-oriented technical

solutions, Mersen is in the process of developing a range of vacuum-

brazed cooling plates for standard applications. The new standard

product line will combine all the advantages of high-tech coolers for

small and medium quantities at attractive prices. The first version that

will be shortly available off the shelf is multifunctional and can be

used for two IGBTs measuring 140 mm x 190 mm or three IGBTs 

130 mm x 140 mm. All mounting holes are predrilled and G3/8 thread

water connections are provided. The cooling circuit has been

designed for countercurrent, achieving an excellent temperature dis-

tribution on the entire contact surface. The Rth for an IGBT 140 mm x

190 mm (heat transfer area 102 mm x 190 mm) reaches 14 to 

4.5 K/kW, depending on the cooling liquid composition and flow rate.

Here is an application example for two IGBTs 140 mm x 190 mm,

both emitting a power loss of 1000 W: using water with an inlet tem-

perature of 40°C and a flow rate of 10 l/min, the plate surface only

reaches a maximum temperature of 46°C on the hottest spot. The

temperature difference underneath the semiconductors is less than

2°C, the pressure loss in the cooling circuit stays below 400 mBar.       

www.mersen.com
Figure 1: Thermal, hydraulic and mechanic optimum: Design of a
water cooling plate manufactured with Mersen vacuum brazing tech-
nology

Figure 2: The new generation of standardized water cooling plates for
IGBTs offers an affordable high-tech cooling solution, even in small
quantities

T H E R M A L M A N A G E M E N T
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Power modules are key components for clean and efficient technolo-

gies in the domain of renewable energies, electromobility and indus-

trial applications. Finite element analysis is widely used for the pre-

diction of resulting base plate shape in power electronics [1], [2]. The

main issue involved is the bimetallic effect triggered by thermal varia-

tions during soldering process and during operation. Due to this

effect, high level of residual stress remained in the module, increas-

ing risks in silicon chips and ceramic DCB breaks by mounting opera-

tions. In this paper, a methodology to counter these effects is pre-

sented. The methodology used herein highlights how preformed

baseplates, thermal bending effects and the utilization of FEA analy-

sis including parameters of soldering processes can be used to

achieve the optimal baseplate shape of a specific power module, so

that requirements in terms of residual stress, high yield and high reli-

ability for the mounting and operation conditions can be fulfilled.   

Theory

When materials with different

CTE (Coefficient of Thermal

Expansion) values are assem-

bled together through soldering

processes and submitted to sig-

nificant temperature changes, thermal bending associated with a cer-

tain radius of curvature of a structure with several layers occurs like

shown in Figure 1a. Analytical derivation based on multilayer beam

assumption is depicted in Figure 1b. [3]. In this formulation, di, Ii, ?i ,

Ei, Fi and Mi are the thickness, the second moment of area, the coef-

ficient of thermal expansion, the Young modulus, the tensile force

and the moment inside layer i respectively. Mext is the external

moment due to the mounting operation and Ti is the temperature of

layer i. The radius of curvature of the whole assembly R can then be

extracted out of this equation system for a change in temperature

between Ti and Ti+1. This provides a simplified method to estimate

the radius of curvature for the baseplate.

Optimization methodology

In order to process a flat baseplate, the utilization of the bimetallic

effect – well-known as an assembly issue in the electronic industry -

is proposed to come over the final bending effects. The starting point

of the process optimization consists in stamping the baseplate with a

radius of curvature R1 before the soldering process starts. R1 is

obtained if the assembly through the soldering process is performed

with initial flat layers (iteration 1). The DCB interconnected to the

baseplate through the lead-free solder material becomes flat, as the

soldering process is performed. Nevertheless, the mounting and

operation conditions introduce additional bending effects R2 to the

system, which can be extracted by simulation (iteration 2). In this

case, the consideration of an additional simulation step is necessary

(iteration 3), so that the assembly remains flat as good as possible

during operation. The principle of the optimization, ie. the different

steps needed to minimize risks during operation for a power module

baseplate are illustrated in Figure 2.

P O W E R  M O D U L E S

First Principle Optimization 

of Power Module Baseplate

Simulation results are found in good agreement with data out of experiments

One of the primary concerns in the design of power modules is the base plate shape. 
It plays a vital role in the thermal and mechanical stability of the complete module. 

This paper deals with the generic optimization scheme for base plate shape using finite
element method (e.g. ANSYS). Soldering, mounting and operation conditions are consid-

ered in the simulation.  Stress analysis is performed to observe the influence of the 
thermal and mechanical factors on the reliability of individual components. An optimized
base plate with adequate technical requirements for individual components was designed

using simulations and further verified by experiments.

By Ivonne Benzler, Indrajit Paul and Frank Broermann, Infineon Technologies AG

Figure 1a: Bimetallic effect 

Figure 2: Principle for power module baseplate optimization and
steps description 

Figure 1b: Thermal bending
equations
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In order to verify the methodology, 6 layouted DCBs soldered to a

3mm thick copper baseplate (162mmX124mm) was considered for

simulations. The DCB (56mmX40mm)

Experimental vehicle description and bondary conditions consists in a

base copper layer of 0.3mm, a ceramic thickness of 0.32mm and a

layouted copper layer of 0.3mm. Figure 3 (left side) depicts the mesh

of the assembly, the solder layers and the soldered DCBs, performed

with the ANSYS FEM package [4]. The solder layers are non-uniform

due to the pre-stamped form of the baseplate. Only half of the whole

assembly was meshed for calculations due to “quasi-symmetry”.

Restrictions in displacements related to symmetry properties were set

as boundary conditions. The DCBs were considered without chips

and flat for simulation. All material properties were taken linear,

except for the copper baseplate, which required extensive elastic-

plastic characterization. Material data for the copper baseplate were

extracted from UD probe measurements provided by the baseplate

material supplier. The characterization was performed with the help

of an Instron measurement system.

FEA analysis and simulation results

After the boundary conditions are set, R1 and R2 extracted out of

pre-simulation steps, the final iteration for the baseplate optimization

is perfomed, like described in figure 2. Figure 3 (left side) show the

simulation results of the final bending of the baseplate after mounting

operation at 80°C (mean operation temperature), with a fixation

moment at each screw of 5kN. The optimized value of the bow during

operation conditions is found to be within 80μm along the X-axis as

well as along the Y-axis. More specifically, the region areas corre-

sponding to the centre of the DCB (dark up to light blue region) is

found “quasi-flat”, allowing the IGBT chips to remain safe during

operation. The simulation results could be verified with the help of

measurement data out of the experiments. A comparison between

simulation and measurement results is provided in figure 4, first at

room temperature after soldering process (blue lines), as well as after

mounting operations (red lines). In addition, simulation allows the

prediction of the bow profile of the baseplate during operation

(magenta lines). Else, the simulation results match the experimental

data, whereas mainly compressive stress up to 35MPa was found in

the DCB under operation conditions.

Conclusion

In this work, an optimized baseplate meeting adequate reliability con-

ditions for individual components was designed using simulations.

The simulation results are found in good agreement with data out of

experiments. The article also shows the importance of material char-

acterization work, where a high degree of precision of the data used

in simulation is necessary to optimize the shape of power module

baseplate before assembly processes. In addition, the methodology

can provide recommendations regarding the process of thermal paste

application. This validates the proposed methodology for baseplate

optimization. Further investigations are carried out to understand the

impact of parameters like solder thickness, heat sink material, stamp-

ing process or pre-bending effects of DCBs on the baseplate bow.
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Due to the development of the power converters based on the high-

voltage IGBT and IGCT the demand for the high-voltage fast recov-

ery diodes (FRD). The requirements to the high-voltage FRD of a

new generation are as follows to assure:

• stable functioning at high values of di/dt direct current roll-off at

reverse recovery (from hundreds to thousands of A/μs), and the

current roll-off speed is controlled by inductivity of circuit,

• series characteristic of reverse recovery defined by 

S* = tf/ts, or by 

, (1)

where ts and tf – period of the first and the second phase of reverse

recovery, |(di/dt)s|max and |(di/dt)f|max – maximum absolute value of

di/dt at the first and the second phase of reverse recovery.

Despite of SiC power devices fast development, still long time will

find a use also silicon diodes, owing to the rather low cost and well

fulfilled technology. In particular it concerns to super-power diodes

(currents over several hundreds Amps, voltage over several thousand

Volt).

The softer characteristic of reverse recovery of silicon FRD, the lower

voltage spike at recovery of this device in the circuit with mainly

inductive load, and the lower level of electromagnetic noise caused

by fast changes (oscillations) of current and voltage during the

switching of the module.

To increase the S-factor different special design and technological

procedures are being used. The most widespread procedures are

local decrease of carrier life time (ττ) in the layers of semiconductor

element near pn-junction [1-3] and decrease in injection efficiency of

pn-junction [3-7]. At that the control of injection efficiency is achieved

by increase in recombination whether in emitted layer, or on the sur-

face of the semiconductor element adjacent to the emitter area.

Thus the variation of recombination in various areas of diode element

is one of the most effective ways to influence the S-factor.

Physical preconditions and calculations results

To evaluate the influence of the recombination speed change in the

layers of the diode element located at different depth, the following

method was used. The process of reverse recovery of the high-volt-

age power diode p+-p-n--n+ element with “basic” axial distribution ττ
was simulated with the help of computer. A very thin test layer 

(r-layer) is fed into the diode element, which has a short life time

compared to the “background” layer ττ,,  which though had no big influ-

ence on concentration distribution of nonequilibrium carriers, which is

typical to the “basic” element. If this test layer is fed into at various

depth, and thus go through the whole depth of diode, calculated the

S-factor change in each case (δδS), the effect evaluation of recombi-

nation change at different depth can be achieved for that particular

characteristic. The above mentioned arguments are surely true to

insignificant variations of life time profile.

The results of such calculations for the element of typical power

diode are presented at Figure 1. It’s clear that S increases at local

decrease of ττ  in areas of pn-junction, and as far as the depth of 

r-layer close to the middle of the element, the effect gets negative

what complies with the general notion.

However there is the second area near n+ layer where local decrease

ττ  can give the positive effect again. This paradoxical at first sight

result can be explained in the following way. 

It is well-known that [8] at reverse recovery of p-i-n diode in i- layer

of the semiconductor element two domains with high electric-field

strength appear: one is adjacent to the p-layer, another to the n-

layer. This happens at recovery of p+-n- - n+ diode as well, and the

strong electric field in the domain adjacent to the p+-n- junction is

caused by presence of uncompensated electric charge of atoms of

donor impurity and holes flowing through p+-n- junction, and in the

domain adjacent to the n-- n+ boarder – by uncompensated charge of

excess electrons appearing with flow of electron current through the

domain. And to build the domain adjacent to the n-- n+ boarder rapid

decrease in concentration of electron-hole pairs required in this area,

i.e. local decrease ττ near the n-- n+ boarder contributes to the build-

ing of domain with high electric-field strength.

Influence of domain adjacent to the n-- n+ boarder on the character of

reverse recovery was well studied [3, 9]. It’s proven that during the

process of reverse recovery the width of both domains increases

which leads to domains linkage in the n- layer. As a result, “snappy

recovery” occurs, i.e. the negative influence of domain building on S-

factor, adjacent to the n-- n+ boarder.

max

max

|)/(|

|)/(|

f

s

dtdi
dtdiS =
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One More Way to increase 

the Recovery Softness of Fast

High-Voltage Diodes
By Chernikov A. A., Gubarev V. N., Stavtsev A. V., Surma A. M., Vetrov I. Y., 

Proton - Electrotex ISC

Figure 1: The influence of local recombination change in different
depth of diode element on S-factor.
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However our calculations show that in case if domain linkage doesn’t

happen, the peak reverse recovery current (IrrM) and maximum rate

of rise of on-state current (max |(di/dt)f|) can be decreased as a

result of  reassignment of applied to the diode voltage between

domains.

The calculations were made with the help of “ISTOK” software used

for computer modeling of semiconductor devices characteristics:

• The thickness of the silicon wafer – 640 μm, element surface – 14

cm²,

• Electron concentration in n- layer - 1.5*1013 cm-3, concentration

profile of dopant impurity in p and n+ layers is shown in Figure 2à.

• Carriers’ life time close to n-- n+ border was locally decreased in

comparison with its value in other parts of n- layer (Figure 2à.,

curve “carrier life time (1)”).

The diode element was added to the loop shown in Figure 3, 

R=0.05 Ω, L=0.6 μH, VF=50 V, VR=-1000 V. Direct current was about

1000 A, and (di/dt)s about -1670A/μs.

Characteristic curve of current and voltage at reverse recovery is

shown in Figure 4, S= 5.2. In Figure 5 and Figure 6 intensity of elec-

tric field and excess-carrier density distribution through the thickness

of the semiconductor element in different time periods are shown.

According to Figure 5 it’s clear that the strong electric field area near

the n-- n+ border initiates earlier than the same area near p-n junc-

tion. And exactly the strong electric field limits the peak reverse

recovery current and the rate of current change in the beginning of

the second phase of reverse recovery. Further smoothly decreases

reverse voltage in the area of strong electric field near n-- n+ border

(Un), and smoothly increases reverse voltage in the area of strong

electric field near p-n junction (Up), as shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 3. The test circuit used in calculations. 

Figure 4: Characteristic curve of current (i) and voltage (U) at reverse
recovery. Concentration profile of dopant impurity – Figure 2a; profile
of ττ - Figure 2a, curve “carrier life time (1)”

Figure 5: Distribution of electric field in diode element at different time
periods. Concentration profile of dopant impurity – Figure 2a; profile
of ττ - Figure 2a, curve “carrier life time (1)” 

Figure 6: Excess-carrier density distribution in diode element at differ-
ent time periods. Concentration profile of dopant impurity – Figure 2a;
profile of ττ - Figure 2a, curve “carrier life time (1)” 

Figure 2: Concentration profile of dopant impurity for diode element
used in calculations: a. – without n’ layer; b. - with n’ layer.

b.

a.
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Importance of the above described processes to ensure soft recovery

are illustrated by the results of the comparative analysis of diode

reverse recovery with similar semiconductor element, but with even

distribution of ττ in n- layer.

The value of ττ  was higher than minimal and lower than maximum ττ  in
case with uneven distribution, and was selected to ensure he closest

value of peak reverse recovery current.

In Figure 8 – Figure 10 characteristic curves of current and voltage

are shown, as well as the distribution of electric field intensity and

excess-carrier density according to the thickness of silicon element.

Same curves for Un and Up are shown in Figure 11.

According to the above shown figures the area of strong electric field

near n-- n+ border appears in this case as well, however reverse

voltage in this area is relatively low. Diode reverse recovery has

lower softness in this case (S=0,76).

It’s well-known that during the proton ray treatment recombination

centers appear in silicon which decreases ττ, and also doping centers

of donor type induced by H-atoms and similar atoms of “traditional”

dopants [9]. Herewith axial concentration distribution of recombina-

tion centers as well as H-induced donors has maximum near the end

of proton path.

In [2, 11] it’s shown that using high-power proton irradiation through

the additional screen, which is used to control the depth of proton

path in the silicon element, a wide area with implanted H-atoms can

be achieved. This area has a low specific resistance as a result of H-

induced donors presence. Moreover, this method allows dimensional-

ly separate the maximums of recombination centers and H-induced

donors. Thus, at Figure 12 the axial value distribution is shown,

which characterizes the effective concentration of recombination

defects and the concentration distribution of the implanted hydrogen

at proton ray treatment of the silicon element with initial energy of 24

MeV. The concentration of the additional donors at maximum distribu-

Figure 7: Time dependences of partial voltages in diode element at
reverse recovery: Un - the voltage of strong electric field area near
the n-- n+ border, Up - the voltage of strong electric field area near 
p-n junction. Concentration profile of dopant impurity – Figure 2a;
profile of ττ - Figure 2a, curve “carrier life time (1)”

Figure 9: Distribution of electric field in diode element at different time
periods. Concentration profile of dopant impurity – Figure 2a; profile
of ττ - Figure 2a, curve “carrier life time (2)”

Figure 10: Excess-carrier density distribution in diode element at dif-
ferent time periods. Concentration profile of dopant impurity – Figure
2a; profile of ττ - Figure 2a, curve “carrier life time (2)”

Figure 11. Time dependences of partial voltages in diode element at
reverse recovery: Un - the voltage of strong electric field area near
the n— n+ border, Up - the voltage of strong electric field area near
p-n junction. Concentration profile of dopant impurity – Figure 2a;
profile of ττ - Figure 2a, curve “carrier life time (2)” 

Figure 8: Characteristic curve of current (i) and voltage (U) at reverse
recovery. Concentration profile of dopant impurity – Figure 2a; profile
of ττ - Figure 2a, curve “carrier life time (2)”
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tion can be controlled with high accuracy (error less than 1%) even at

absolute values equal to the concentration of phosphorus in the n-

layer (N*1013 cm-3).

Thus, such way of the proton irradiation of the silicon element from

the side of the n+ layer and “hidden” super-soft n’-buffer can be built

within n- layer.

The calculations show that the influence of such hidden layer on 

S-factor is quite ambiguous and depending on the characteristics of

the semiconductor element and recovery process condition, presence

of this layer can lead to decrease or to increase of S as well. 

In Figure 13 and Figure. 14 characteristic curves of current and volt-

age are shown, as well as the electric field distribution through the

thickness of the semiconductor element of diode similar to     Figure

2, but containing buffer n’ layer. Concentration distribution of dopants

in this layer was close to shown in Figure 12, and the maximum con-

centration equaled 1*1014 cm-3 at depth of 50 μm from anode sur-

face. Corresponding curves of Un and Up are shown in Figure 15.

It’s clear that presence of n’ layer leads to increase of area width of

strong electric field near n-- n+ boarder. On the one hand, this

increases danger of area linkage of strong electric field and snappy

recovery. To avoid it the thickness of the element with n’ layer should

be higher than the thickness of the similar element without such

layer.

The necessary condition for area of strong electric field in n- or n’

layer to appear is breaking of electrical neutrality with current flow

density above some critical rates

, (2)

q – electron charge, n0 - equilibrium density of electrons, vns – max

electron speed in strong electric field. As a result within n’ layer area

of strong electric field appears with relatively higher current density

than for n- layer. This leads to increase of maximum surge current

value at reverse recovery (IrrM) of element with n’ layer in compari-

son with similar element without this layer. Same thing happens

when current drops in second phase of reverse recovery electric field

intensity within n’ layer decreases rapidly (Figure 14) what leads to

rapid decrease of Un (Figure 15).

The following factors differently influence on S-factor: increased thick-

ness of strong electric field area helps increase of Un and S, rise

delay and further rapid drop of electric field intensity within n’ layer –

decreases S. For a certain example inletting into the element of n’

layer leads to decrease of S to 2.2. However with increase of

|(di/dt)s| and consequently of IrrM, and VR as well (Figure 3), the sit-

uation can change.

nscritn vnqjj ⋅⋅=>
0

Figure12. The axial distribution of values (1/ττ-1ττ0)/(1/ττ-1/ττ0)max and
the concentration distribution of the implanted hydrogen at proton ray
treatment of the silicon element with initial energy of 24 MeV. 
1- (1/ττ-1ττ0)/(1/ττ-1/ττ0)max; 2 - Nhydrogen/(Nhydrogen)max.Rp – the path
length of proton in silicon, ττ0 and ττ - carrier life time values before
and after proton irradiation, the index “max” corresponds to values in
a point of maximum.

Figure 13. Characteristic curve of current (i) and voltage (U) at
reverse recovery. Concentration profile of dopant impurity and profile
of ττ - Figure 2b

Figure 14: Distribution of electric field in diode element at different
time periods. Concentration profile of dopant impurity and profile of ττ
- Figure 2b

Figure 15: Time dependences of partial voltages in diode element at
reverse recovery: Un - the voltage of strong electric field area near
the n-- n+ border, Up - the voltage of strong electric field area near 
p-n junction. Concentration profile of dopant impurity and profile of 
ττ - Figure 2b.
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In Figure 16 changes of S-factor are shown in dependence of VR,

with reverse recovery on induction load, |(di/dt)s| = 5000 A/μs for ele-

ments with n’ layer and without it. Also the changes of (Un)max/VR for

both cases are shown there. (Un)max corresponds to absolute maxi-

mum Un during the whole reverse recovery process.

It’s clear that S is high till (Un)max/VR is about 1. Increasing VR, to

some point this value is getting low, and as a result S is decreasing

as well. It ought to be noted that VR when (Un)max/VR starts to

decrease is higher for element with n’ layer than for similar element

without it. Thus, S is higher when VR has increased value (on condi-

tion that there is no linkage of strong electric field areas).

Experimental results

Experimental diodes were produced on the base of the original neu-

tron transmutated silicon with specific resistance of 350 Ω*cm and

depth of 640 μm. The p – layer was formed by co-diffusion of B and

Al at a depth of ~30 and 90 μm accordingly, and the n+ layer by the

diffusion of phosphorus at a depth of 20 μm. The diameter of the sili-

con element of the ready-made diodes equaled 56 mm. 

The diode elements were proton irradiated according to the above

mentioned method for formation in the n- layer, not far from the cath-

ode of the hidden super-soft layer, and also the layer with decreased

ττ adjacent to the boarder of the n+ layer. After the ray treatment the

elements were annealed to activate the H-induced donors and align-

ing of ττ. The URbr of the diodes after all treatment was 4600-4800 V. 

Typical oscillograms of reverse recovery current of the experimental

diodes are displayed at Figure 17. At Figure 17a. the process of

recovery in the edge of low reverse voltage (100V) and current roll-

off speed about 150 A/μs is shown. The value of S-factor in this case

is about 1. It should be mentioned as a characteristic feature the

increased period with smooth change of current near maximum.

At Figure 17b. the process of reverse recovery at VR = 1000 V is

shown. The initial direct current is about 1000 A, roll-off speed is

about 1600 A/μs. Typical values of S-factor were 2, no snappy-effect

registered. 

It has to be mentioned that current and voltage characteristic curves,

which were experimentally achieved, are very close to calculation

data (Figure 13).

Conclusion

The possibility in principle to develop fast p-n-n+ diode with soft

recovery by local decrease of ττ near the border of n+ layer was dis-

played. 

Soft reverse recovery with high rates of anode current roll-off and

reverse voltage can be assured with the help of forming the hidden

buffer n’ layer in semiconductor element. The layer with decreased ττ
and hidden buffer n’ layer can be formed simultaneously by proton

irradiation.
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Electronic circuits are usually designed such that no IGBT has to be

operated in reverse direction. The problem is, however, that situa-

tions occur in applications in which this is exactly the case, at least

for a transitional period. Figure 1 shows two half bridges connected

via a load inductance LL. The switches T3 and T2 are conducting; a

current iL flows through the load inductance. Let us now take a closer

look at the point in time at which T2 turns off: current iL begins to

commute from T2 to the freewheeling diode D1. This produces a volt-

age overshoot induced by the diode turn-on behaviour. Depending on

the current rate of rise di/dt, this voltage may briefly amount to as

much as several hundred Volt; this is also referred to as the diode

„forward recovery time“. At the same time, the emitter potential of T1
is higher than that of the collector – the IGBT is now in actual fact

poled in reverse direction.

The question which arises in this context is whether the voltage

amplitude and forward recovery duration may be dangerous for the

antiparallel IGBT.

Forward recovery time

A basic high-voltage diode comprises a p+-n--n+ layered structure,

where the middle zone is far bigger and often weakly doped only. In

Punch-Through (PT) diodes, the width of the middle zone, as well as

the doping of this region, is selected such that he field strength is

only partially reduced until the n+ region is reached – here it drops

continously down to zero, but it must never go beyond the edge. In

order to switch these diodes from blocking to conducting state, the

electron-hole plasma first has to be formed in the middle zone. To do

so, electrons and holes are injected from the adjacent n+- and

p+zones. This process is, however, somewhat sluggish, meaning a

high forward recovery voltage Ufr is produced perpendicular to the

middle zone when a sudden current is applied to the diode. This is

typical of inductive loads. The amplitude of this voltage depends on

the voltage class of the diode, as well as the diode technology. For

higher voltage classes the middle zone is larger and thus slows down

the process of plasma formation significantly. Figure 2 shows the

voltage curve for various di/dt of a 1200V diode. As the current rate

of rise increases, the time and amplitude of the maximum move

towards earlier and higher values. A rate of rise measured in a harsh

lab test and barely achievable in practice amounting to 32kA/μs even

causes the forward voltage to exceed the 200V mark briefly. It goes

without saying that this high value is a theoretical value more than

anything else and in practice the maximum values are in the region

of 8…10kA/μs.

Shift into reverse gear

For negative collector-emitter voltage, the pn junction between the

p+substrate and the n buffer blocks, thus preventing current flow. Nor-

mally, however, IGBTs are not optimised for reverse operation [1],

which is why the blocking capability of this pn junction is poor and

breakdown occurs at some 10V already. In this case, the IGBT is

filled with electron-hole plasma due to the emitter-side pn junction

and goes into an uncontrolled state [2]. As with the diode, this takes

a finite time and depends on how long the charge carriers need to

distribute themselves in the weakly doped n-zone.

A further factor to be born in mind in relation to IGBTs is the critical

field distribution at the p-wells owing to their finite curvature [3], espe-

cially at the edge of the chip. Here, an excessive local field strength

increase occurs during operation which may result in what is known

I G B T S

IGBTs in Reverse Gear

The complex interplay of freewheeling diodes and IGBTs

State-of-the-art power semiconductors are intended to switch quickly in order to reduce
dynamic losses. Once an IGBT turns off, the load current commutates to the freewheeling

diode. To avoid undesirable side-effects , these two semiconductors have be very well
matched in terms of their electrical properties.

By Stefan Schuler, Development Engineer and André Müller, BA student, SEMIKRON 

Figure 1:Two half bridges connected via a load industance LL

Figure 2: Recovery times of a 75A/1200V power diode for various
di/dt and Imax of 480A.
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as lateral breakdown rather than vertical breakdown triggered by the

avalanche effect of one or more IGBT cells. A possible countermea-

sure are field plates. However, usually several p-doped guard rings

for junction termination (at the edge zone) are implemented. This

enables high blocking voltages to be achieved in forward direction

without the risk of lateral breakdown.

Nevertheless, in reverse

operation the conditions

are different, since for the

junction termination to be

effective the underside of

the wafer would have to

be doped; for technical

reasons, however, this is

not done.

In conclusion, it can be

said that there are two

essential weakpoints for

reverse operation: on the

one hand, the lack of an

junction termination for

reverse operation and

the plasma-induced

instability, on the other

hand.

Dielectric strength

Accordingly, the external IGBT conditions are dictated by the switch-

ing properties of the antiparallel diode. For a diode with ideal behav-

iour, there would be no forward recovery time and thus no overvolt-

age on turn-on. Owing to the light doping in the middle zone and the

need for electron-hole plasma formation first, real power diodes have

real delay times which lead to voltage drops as a result of the exter-

nally impressed di/dt. By common definition [4], according to which

I G B T S

Figure 3: Schematic of a Trench IGBT
in Field Stop technology. Figure 4: IGBT reverse current vs. the applied voltage for various

temperatures (pulse duration per 20ms reading).
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time is calculated from the point at which the voltage reaches 10% of

the flow voltage Uf up to the point where the voltage has dropped

once again to a factor of 1.1 of the Uf, the forward recovery time tfr
may amount to as much as several 100 ns, depending on the diode

being used.

Put to the test

In the tests conducted, voltage pulses of various amplitudes and

duration are applied to an IGBT poled in reverse direction. The chip

temperature was also varied using a heatable base plate. The cho-

sen pulse duration is 20ms, 1ms and 10μs. The first two durations

may seem disproportionately long as regards the actual time needed

for forward recovery. They are taken, however, in order to illustrate

how much time is needed for plasma formation in the n zone of the

IGBT. After all, the better reverse voltage capability for short pulses

can be explained by the fact that an approximately equal number of

charge carriers then have to be moved in a shorter period of time.

The voltage amplitude is then gradually increased until the protective

circuit is triggered. The protective circuit is required to stop the IGBTs

from being destroyed and thus enable the IGBT behaviour under dif-

ferent parameters to be tested. The current increases exponentially

with the voltage amplitude (Figure 4). At higher temperatures addi-

tional displacement occurs, resulting in higher currents. At a chip

temperature of 150°C and an applied voltage of 120V, for example,

the current measured amounts to as much as 500mA.

In a subsequent test on numerous IGBTs, voltage pulses of gradually

increasing amplitude are applied until the IGBTs are distroyed. The

results of this test are given in Figure 5 in the form of horizontal lines

showing the maximum possible voltage amplitude for a specific pulse

duration. This figure also shows the voltage curves resulting from the

forward revovery times for the diode under observation. If a horizon-

tal line lies above the diode voltage curve for a defined di/dt, the situ-

ation can be deemed sufficiently safe for the IGBT. A remarkable fact

here is that, owing to the slow rate of plasma formation, the safety

margin increases as the pulse duration decreases.

For pulse durations of 1ms and 20ms commutation above 16kA/μs is

still in the critical region. For a pulse duration of 10μs, however, this

is clearly no longer the case. Taking the more realistic case of

10kA/μs, the safety margin increases six-fold for a defined pulse

duration of 10μs.

Conclusion

In state-of-the-art low-inductance power modules, high commutation

rates of rise (di/dt) to the freewheeling diode are already applicable.

Here, it is imperative that the resulting forward recovery voltage does

not cause breakdown of the antiparallel IGBT, since this would

inevitably lead to the destruction of the module.

The extreme current rates of rise tested here are intended to demon-

strate the inherent difficulty in forward recovery and the resulting load

placed on the antiparallel IGBT. Having said that, the high di/dt used

in the lab tests are virtually impossible to achieve in field conditions.

Similarly, the constant amplitude and pulse duration used for the

IGBT here are both more extreme than in actual field applications.

These facts should not be forgotten when evaluating the 6-fold safety

margin.

Given the development of new and fast electronic switches and lay-

outs with short switching paths and low paristic inductances, this

problem will have to be tackled sooner rather than later. Indeed, well

matched IGBTs and diodes are an absolute must if the „reverse gear“

is not to fail us in the future.
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Figure 5:Safe Operating Area (SOA) of the antiparallel IGBT4 at 150
°C for pulse widths of 20ms, 1ms and 10μs, in relation to the forward
recovery time of a CAL4 power diode (75A/1200V).
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Modern electronic systems solve so many

difficult problems that they often seem like

magic. Nonetheless, these systems all have

the same basic limitation: they need a

source of electrical power! Most of the time

this is a straightforward challenge for the

electronic designer, because there are many

power-delivery solutions. Yet sometimes a

device has no direct power source, and run-

ning wires or replacing batteries is impracti-

cal. Even when long-life batteries are usable,

they eventually need to be replaced, which

requires a service call. 

Enter energy harvesting. Energy harvesting

(also known as power harvesting or energy

scavenging) allows electronics to operate

where there is no conventional power

source. It eliminates the need for wires or

replacement batteries. 

This article discusses energy harvesting and

its applications. It explains how the process

works and the challenges that designers

must address to implement a fully functional

solution. 

What Is Energy Harvesting?

Energy harvesting uses unconventional

energy sources to power circuitry. Typically,

a tiny energy source is converted to electrici-

ty and stored in a durable storage cell such

as a capacitor, super capacitor, or microen-

ergy cell (MEC) which is a form of lithium

solid-state battery. The system generally

includes circuitry to manage the power and

protect the storage device and other circuitry.

Sources of energy (Figure 1) include light,

captured by photovoltaic cells; vibration or

pressure, captured by a piezoelectric ele-

ment; temperature differentials, captured by

a thermoelectric generator; radio energy

(RF); and even biochemically produced

energy, such as cells that extract energy

from blood sugar. 

Energy Harvesting for Remote and

Portable Applications

While energy harvesting can be considered

“free energy,” energy cost is not what moti-

vates most solutions. Modern energy har-

vesting is used because it eliminates the

need to run expensive power cables to

remote locations or the need to replace

expensive primary batteries frequently. In

simple terms, energy harvesting systems are

more convenient and reduce costs for many

applications.

There is, however, more to their appeal.

Energy harvesting systems are also

ResourceSmart® designs. They eliminate

wasteful batteries and long powerline runs.

They keep systems running without incon-

venient, disruptive service calls. They enable

monitoring and control at remote locations

and especially in sensitive ecological set-

tings.  

Applications for energy harvesting focus on

management of remote sites, systems, and

mobile devices. Typical uses are control of

remote sensors, remote wireless sensing

devices, asset tracking and personnel identi-

fication systems for building access, and

enhanced security at remote locations. Spe-

cific examples include energy supplied for

remote valves for pipelines, irrigation, and

other systems that include plumbing but no

power; safety and control equipment that

monitors oil and gas pipelines; electrically

operated automatic flush toilets; wearable

electronics attached to clothing or protective

gear; surgically implanted electronics such

as drug-delivery, monitors, and pacemakers;

and smart cards, which contain circuitry but

no power source. Energy harvesting is also

proving useful with a variety of real-time

clock (RTC)/memory backup applications

and asset tracking or identification. 

The Technical Challenges of Energy Har-

vesting 

Energy harvesting solutions demand much

from the electronics that support them. Con-

sider some of these design challenges. If the

energy resource is not always present, then

the system needs to store energy in a bat-

tery, super capacitor, or microenergy cell.

Moreover, since energy sources vary, the

system must convert, regulate, and control

that energy. The circuitry and the energy

storage cell must all be protected from

excess voltage or power spikes. The sup-

porting electronics must be highly power effi-

cient since the energy source is generally

small. 

It is also quite clear that remote systems

powered by energy harvesting must be very

reliable. A service call quickly negates any

advantage of the remote control. Finally,

remote systems often lack climate control or

are subject to fluctuating environmental/tem-

perature conditions. Any energy harvesting

system must accommodate and operate

flawlessly under those conditions.

Bodo´s Power Systems® January 2012 www.bodospower.com
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Energy Harvesting Systems

Power the Powerless
Energy harvesting solutions allow electronics to operate where there is no conventional

power source and without the need to run wires or make frequent visits to replace 
batteries. This article provides an overview of energy harvesting applications and their 

benefits, how they work, and the challenges that designers must address to implement them.

By Bakul Damle, Business Director, and Moe Rubenzahl, 
Executive Director of Internet Marketing, Maxim Integrated Products  

Figure 1: Energy harvesting uses unconven-
tional sources to power circuitry
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Energy Harvesting for the Future 

The Maxim® MAX17710 energy-harvesting

charger and protector is a new-generation

power-management IC that “harvests” the

energy generated from a variety of poorly

regulated energy-harvesting sources (Figure

1). The MAX17710 provides the energy har-

vesting and power management to maxi-

mize, protect, and control the energy stored

in microenergy cells, such as Infinite Power

Solutions THINERGY® microenergy cells

(MECs) (Figure 2). The ultra-thin, postage-

stamp-sized microenergy cells are flexible

and provide unmatched rechargeability,

cycle life, and power performance. They

have extremely low self-discharge rates and

enable decades of shelf life. In fact, these

two devices make energy harvesting practi-

cal.

The MAX17710 integrates an input boost

regulator so it can boost charges from as

low as 800mV. It needs no expensive exter-

nal components to charge an MEC and har-

vests energy from 1μW to 100mW. To pro-

tect the MEC, the MAX17710 handles input

source voltages higher than the MEC and

regulates or shunts excess power. An ultra-

low-quiescent-current, low-dropout linear

regulator (LDO) with selectable voltages of

3.3V, 2.3V, or 1.8V prevents potentially dam-

aging overdischarge of the MEC. This also

allows the MAX17710 to adapt to a variety of

loads, because undervoltage protection 

recovers only when an external energy

source raises the voltage of the MEC back

into a safe zone. 

Temperature extremes are another concern.

At very low temperatures, all batteries exhibit

increased characteristic impedance which

limits high pulse currents to the application

loads. The MAX17710 integrates a unique

feature that manages an external storage

capacitor in order to provide high pulse cur-

rents.

Conclusion 

Energy harvesting solutions allow electronics

to operate where there is no conventional

power source and without the need to run

wires or make frequent visits to replace bat-

teries. Using unconventional power sources,

the energy-harvesting circuit manages the

power generated and protects the energy

storage device. Since the energy source is

not always present, the energy harvesting

system also needs to store the energy. 

Energy-harvesting applications are poised to

expand rapidly. Some applications are in

development that will demonstrate how prac-

tical, efficient, cost-efficient, and “clean”

energy harvesting is. It is clear that each

new implementation with a microenergy cell

is going to need some energy-harvesting

charger and protection circuit like the

MAX17710.

Maxim is a registered trademark and

ResourceSmart is a trademark and regis-

tered service mark of Maxim Integrated

Products, Inc. THINERGY is a registered

trademark of Infinite Power Solutions, Inc.

www.maxim-ic.com
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Figure 2: The MAX17710 shown in a typical application circuit harvesting from high-voltage
charge sources
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Since introducing an initial concept one year

ago, IDT has now completed the first sys-

tem-ready prototypes of its coolRAC compo-

nents.  These include a 480VAC 3-phase

input/50VAC output PSU Silverbox, 300W

50VAC input/5VDC output Synchronous

Rectifier, and a 5VDC input/1VDC output

Voltage Regulator Module (VRM).   A 3.6kW

Server Power Demonstration System shows

the functionality of the power conversion

components in a server-like application.

This article describes IDT’s coolRAC demon-

stration system and its performance in sup-

porting the global need for higher efficiency

in data centre and cloud computing applica-

tions.  

The coolRAC Demonstration System con-

sists of a 20U 19” standard rack, two PSU

Silverboxes, and six power blades (five with

5V loads and one with VRMs and 1V loads).

The backplane was designed to show that a

low cost two-layer, two ounce copper PCB

backplane was sufficient to supply the

required power at high efficiency for this

demonstration.  A LabVIEW

interface was used to moni-

tor power at critical points in

the system and to control the

PSU and blade system con-

figuration and power levels.

VRM

Beginning at the end of the

power chain, or the point-of-

load conversion, the core

voltage conversion is done

by a VR12.x Intel standard or

equivalent, 6-phase PWM

Buck controller.  It is widely

known that if the input volt-

age to the controller is reduced from 12V to

5V a significant boost in efficiency can be

realised.  The efficiency boost achieved ver-

sus the typical 12VDC to 1.0VDC conversion

is ~3%.  The 5VDC to 1VDC VRM was

designed using coupled inductor technology.

In addition to high efficiency, this approach

significantly reduces the need for output bulk

capacitors and reduces overall solution size.

The point-of-load conversion could also be

achieved using a Voltage Regulator Down

(VRD) implementation if the board area and

the design expertise are available.  The

coolRAC demonstration system utilises six

VRMs on one of the power blades in order

to show the overall system efficiency, to the

1VDC output of the VRM.  The efficiency of

all six VRMs running in parallel on this blade

is over 95% 

Synchronous Rectifier

The 300W Synchronous Rectifiers (SR)

should reside as close to the load (i.e.

processor, memory, ASIC, etc) as possible.

This is recommended in order to minimize

the I2R losses, and to achieve the highest

efficiency possible, on the 5VDC (SR output)

bus.  The SR converts the 50VAC 100KHz

backplane voltage to 5VDC at 98% efficien-

cy.  The SR configuration is centre tap with

secondary side control using a 10:1:1 trans-

former ratio. 

Backplane

Backplane losses are very low using a

50VAC 100kHz AC distribution voltage - typi-

cally less than 1%.  Also, 50VAC is overall

much safer than technologies such as

400VDC or 48VDC distribution.    50VAC

was chosen as a safe operating level that

also provided very low losses on the back-

plane.   For higher power solutions, addition-

al layers of copper can be added, the back-

plane voltage can be increased, or a combi-

nation of the two can be implemented.

Power Supply Unit/Silver box

The Front-end PSU Silver box was designed

for 3.6kW maximum output power.  This

power level provides a building block for sat-

C O M M U N I C A T I O N  P O W E R
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High Efficiency Server

Power Solutions for Data Centre and Cloud Computing Applications
Move Closer to Production

High efficiency cabinet or rack-level architecture power solutions are necessary to
improve the overall power efficiency of systems that perform the increasing number of

data centre and cloud computing applications.  Power architectures such as IDT’s cool-
RAC include an AC/AC PSU front end, backplane, AC/DC Synchronous Rectifiers, and

DC/DC VRM.  Such systems demonstrate near 90% overall efficiency.  

By Daniel Lenskold, Sr. Manager Strategic Business Development and Marketing; 
Integrated Device Technology Inc.

Picture 1: coolRAC Demonstration System

Figure 1: Demonstration System Block Diagram
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isfying the power requirements of much larger systems and is similar

to the power level of PSUs for 12VDC and 48VDC architectures.

The Vienna 3-phase rectifier PFC front-end, using power MOSFETs

provides a .99 power factor at full power.  IDT’s coolRAC technology

allows for current sharing between multiple PSUs and provides

power supply redundancy.  Both the PSUs and the power blades are

Hot-Swappable – a ‘must have’ for this type of application.  The input

voltage to the PSU is 480VAC 3-phase, which is readily available in

data centre and cloud computing environments.    The output is

50VAC 100KHz and the form factor will be somewhat smaller than

standard 12V or 48V silver boxes.  The 50VAC 100KHz output cur-

rent waveform is sinusoidal and therefore unlikely to cause problem-

atic system EMI issues.  Voltage ripple is a very low 260mVpp. Cru-

cially, the implementation of high efficiency server power solutions in

data centres should not require a modification to the existing building

infrastructure, as is the case for High Voltage DC distribution.

Depending on the region of the world 480VAC, 380VAC, 220VAC,

208VAC are already available in data centres.

The closest comparison to the legacy 12VDC and 48VDC PSUs and

the coolRAC PSU is to look at the efficiency from 480VAC to the

5VDC output of the SR.  One should then factor in the distribution

losses of the legacy architectures.  The coolRAC efficiency from

480VAC to 5VDC (includes silverbox, backplane losses, and SR) is

over 94%. When typical backplane losses in legacy systems are taken

into account this is equivalent to 80Plus Titanium level efficiency.

Overall System

The net effect of having a high efficiency VRM, SR, backplane, and

front-end is overall efficiency from 480VAC to 1VDC of almost 90%. 

Typical server systems today have an overall efficiency that ranges

from around 70% to 85%.  Most use 220VAC and a 12VDC or

48VDC backplane distribution voltage.  The replacement of all exist-

ing servers with higher efficiency architectures could save a 12MW

data centre approximately $1M per year in electricity costs for power

and cooling.  The worldwide power consumption for data centres is

equivalent to seventeen 1GW power plants (Koomey, Lawrence

Berkeley National Laboratory-2007).  Assuming a 10% average sys-

tem power saving implemented worldwide, this would be equivalent

to a savings of 141 12MW data centres or in monetary terms, $141M

per year.

Conclusion

Barring a significant downturn in the world economy, data centre

power consumption is expected to increase by 19% over the next 12

months and will continue to increase in the foreseeable future.  Mar-

ket drivers include cloud computing, video and music file sharing,

mobile data, and social networking applications.

The potential costs savings that can be achieved with the use of high

efficiency server power solutions is extremely high.  The higher effi-

ciency also results in the ability to add additional computing

resources for the same amount of overall power and cooling.  It is

common that utilities will charge a significant kilowatt-hour price pre-

mium if the allotted power usage for the data centre is exceeded.

High efficiency server power solutions allow data centre managers

the ability to meet both their power budgets and computing resource

requirements.

Architectures such as IDT’s coolRAC provide a very attractive option

for lowering the cost of operating a data centre and provide improve-

ment to key performance metrics, including gigaflops/watt, that show

the effectiveness of power delivery.  Such architectures provide a

straightforward and cost effective approach to improving power effi-

ciency, meeting today’s challenges and positioning for further

enhancements.

www.idt.com

Figure 2: VRM Blade Efficiency (All six VRMs on Blade 1)

Figure 4: CH2 (Blue) is 50VAC Generator Output Waveform

Figure 3: Current sharing <4% across the load range

Figure 5: Total System Efficiency from 480VAC to 1VDC

www.idt.com
www.bodospower.com
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TDK-Lambda UK, a group company of the

TDK Corporation, announces that its scope

for safety testing has recently been updated

to include the Third Edition of 60601-1, the

new safety standard for Medical Devices. 

The power supply manufacturer has actively

participated in the Underwriters Laborato-

ries® Inc. (UL) ‘Clients Test Data Program’

(CTDP) and the IECEE CB Scheme SMT

(Supervised Manufacturer’s Test) Program,

which is now also under the supervision of

UL, for over 16 years. Being on these pro-

grams allows TDK-Lambda to use its own

testing facilities to generate UL and CB safe-

ty reports and test data, this capability helps

to reduce time and the accompanying costs

for the safety approvals of its own AC-DC

power supplies and DC-DC converters.  

“As a leading, global power supply manufac-

turer, it is imperative for us to be at the fore-

front of safety standards testing,” says Bob

Taylor, Safety Engineering Manager at TDK-

Lambda UK. “Being approved to the Third

Edition of 60601-1 for Medical Devices helps

ensure that our latest medical power sup-

plies are tested and approved to the highest

safety standards.” 

To get onto these programs, Taylor explains:

“UL engineers assess all elements pertaining

to safety testing from our laboratory quality

program to physical resources, as well as

test and measurement equipment. Our test-

ing personnel and procedures to conduct

specified tests must also be qualified by UL,

who reassess our test lab and personnel on

an annual basis.”

www.uk.tdk-lambda.com

Safety Testing Includes 60601-1 Edition 3 Medical Standard

Microchip announces the MCP9808 silicon temperature sensor,

which serves a broad range of applications by guaranteeing high

accuracy of 0.5 degrees from -20 to +100 degrees Celsius, combined

with high temperature resolution of 12 bits (0.0625 degrees

Celsius/LSB).  The MCP9808 comes in small MSOP and 2x3 mm

DFN 8-pin packages, for space-constrained applications, and addi-

tional features include shutdown, an under/over-temperature monitor

and a critical-temperature alert.

The combination of one of the industry’s highest accuracy silicon

temperature sensors with the MCP9808’s wide range of features pro-

vides the flexibility for designers to optimise systems for high accura-

cy over a wide range of temperatures. These applications include

thermostats operating at -20 to +45°C; personal computers operating

at +85°C and industrial or automotive applications which have an

operating temperature of up to +125°C.

www.microchip.com/get/DPHN

Silicon Temperature Sensor Guarantees High Accuracy and Resolution

LED lighting is booming! Especially for LED strings and multi-chip

arrays, the

advance is enor-

mous. The

required input

voltage for buck-

drivers increases

with the number

of LEDs which

have to be sup-

plied with con-

stant current.

Currently avail-

able models had

a limit of approxi-

mately 40V. 

Not so with

RECOM’s new RCD-48-family. With input voltage up to 60VDC and

constant current outputs of 350, 500, 700 and 1200mA offering

device power rating up to 70W. This corresponds to 350W of conven-

tional lighting power! The new buck-driver is ideal for operation with

long LED-chains and multi-chip arrays – a real technical achieve-

ment!

The RCD-48-drivers are dimmable down to zero with external digital

(PWM) or analogue control. The PWM control input can be directly

connected to a microcontroller. Efficiency is rated at 96%, with an

operating temperature range -40°C and +85°C. The modules are

available with pins for PCB mounting or with flying leads for non pcb

applications. Whilst the powerful 1200mA version features a metal

case, the smaller models are designed in plastic cases. All types are

certified to EN/UL-60950-1. The MTBF is specified at MIL-HDBK217F

with 1.7 million hours. The warranty is 5 years.  

www.recom-electronic.com

70W Buck-Driver Powers Long LED-Strings and Multi-Chip Arrays

www.uk.tdk-lambda.com
www.recom-electronic.com
www.microchip.com/get/DPHN
www.bodospower.com
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Mitsubishi Electric is introducing its 7.0” WVGA and 10.6” WXGA

color TFT-LCD modules for industrial use. The products are equipped

with a built-in LED driver featuring an industry-leading super high

brightness of 1000cd/m2 and a super wide viewing angle of 170

degrees both vertically and horizontally making them suitable for use

in digital signage or marine applications. 

The AA070MC01 and AA106TA01 feature a super wide viewing

angle of 170 degrees (horizontal/vertical) which is among the widest

in the industry and a clear display enabled by a 1000:1 high contrast

ratio with very good visibility. With a super high brightness of

1000cd/m2 they offer excellent performance even in bright illuminat-

ed outdoor environments.

The TFT-LCD modules with market leading long-life LED backlight

performance can be operated without an inverter achieving a more

compact system design and a better cost effectiveness in customer’s

applications. At 25 degrees Celsius, LED backlights have an operat-

ing life time of at least 100,000 hours. 

The TFT-LCD modules achieve a top level wide operating tempera-

ture range from -30 degrees to 80 degrees Celsius. Therefore, the

models can be implemented in applications in rugged outdoor envi-

ronments. 

With the new TFT-LCD modules Mitsubishi Electric is responding to

the increased demand for super high brightness and long operational

lifetime color TFT-LCD modules. These characteristics are especially

required for applications like digital signage and marine equipment

which are exposed to severe temperature environments and strong

ambient light. 

www.MitsubishiElectric.de

http://global.mitsubishielectric.com

Color TFT-LCD Modules with Industry-Leading High Brightness

See the full programme and register your place at www.theiet.org/pemd

Conference highlights
�� over 250 presentations featuring the latest industrial and academic research on power electronics; machines

and drives; transportation; renewable energy systems; generation, transmission and distribution and 
industrial applications

�� hear the views of leading keynote speakers Professor Frede Blaabjerg, Aalborg University and Gourab
Majumdar, Senior Chief Engineer, Mitsubishi Electric Corp.

�� meet Cobham, Infolytica, John G Peck, MDL Technologies, Motor Design Ltd, Opal RT Europe, Plexim, 
PPM Power and TTP at the exhibition of key suppliers

The Institution of Engineering and Technology is registered as a Charity in England & Wales (no 211014) and Scotland (no SCO38698). 
The Institution of Engineering and Technology, Michael Faraday House, Six Hills Way, Stevenage, SG1 2AY.

International Conference on Power Electronics, Machines and Drives

27-29 March 2012. University of Bristol, UK

Supported bySponsor Media Partners 

www.MitsubishiElectric.de
http://global.mitsubishielectric.com
www.theoet.org/pemd
www.bodospower.com
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International Rectifier has introduced the

IRS2500S μPFC™ power factor correction

(PFC) control IC for switch mode power sup-

ply (SMPS), LED drivers, fluorescent and

HID electronic ballast applications.

The IRS2500S μPFC controller can be con-

figured to operate in critical conduction boost

PFC or flyback configuration. The new

device also features a total harmonic distor-

tion (THD) optimization circuit to reduce line

current harmonics.  The controller has high

noise immunity, simplifying design and

reducing system cost.

The IRS2500S PFC control IC expands IR’s

existing SMPS and general lighting device

portfolios. The new device reduces noise

sensitivity, eases PCB layout and provides a

cost- effective alternative to existing solu-

tions.

Available in an SO-8 package, the

IRS2500S also features micro power start up

current of less than 50μA, quiescent current

of 2.5mA, drive capability of +800mA/-

600mA as well as static and dynamic over-

voltage protection and over-current protec-

tion.  The short minimum on time of the

device allows wide input range power factor

correction for universal input operation.

Production quantities are available immedi-

ately and devices are lead free and RoHS

compliant.

www.irf.com

Control IC Reduces Noise Sensitivity for 

Electronic Ballast and SMPS Applications

Richardson RFPD, Inc. announces immedi-

ate availability of four new high-linearity driv-

er amplifiers from TriQuint Semiconductor.

These InGaP / GaAs HBT semiconductor

devices deliver high performance across a

broad range of frequencies. The

TQP7M9101, TQP7M9102, TQP7M9103

and TQP7M9104 are targeted for use in 3G /

4G wireless infrastructure, general purpose

wireless, and aerospace & defense systems

where high linearity, medium power, and

high efficiency are required. This rare combi-

nation of high performance makes these

devices excellent driver amplifier candidates

for both current and next-generation RF

transceiver applications.

These innovative RF solutions incorporate

on-chip features that differentiate them from

other similar products in the market. Each of

these amplifiers integrates on-chip DC over-

voltage and RF overdrive protection. This

feature protects the amplifiers from electrical

DC voltage surges and high RF input power

levels that may occur in a system. In addi-

tion, specially designed on-chip ESD protec-

tion allows the amplifiers to have very robust

Class 2 (TQP7M9103, TQP7M9102 and

TQP7M9103) and Class 1C (TQP7M9104)

HBM ESD ratings.

The TQP7M9101, TQP7M9102,

TQP7M9103 and TQP7M9104 are available

now. To find more information, obtain

datasheets, or purchase these products

today on the Richardson RFPD website,

please visit the TriQuint Semiconductor High

Linearity Amplifiers page at

wwww.richardsonrfpd.com

www.rell.com/newdrivers

Outstanding High-Linearity Driver Amplifiers

CUI Inc announced an addition to its high

density, high efficiency VMS medical power

supply portfolio with the release of three new

series ranging from 20 W to 60 W. The units

are compact, with footprints measuring 2.38

x 1.60”, 3.00 x 2.00”, and 4.00 x 2.00” for the

20 W, 40 W, and 60 W models respectively.

The VMS series is designed to be used in a

wide variety of medical and dental applica-

tions, carrying UL/cUL and TUV 60601-1

safety certifications and EN55011 class B

EMI compliance. Featuring no-load power

draw of less than 0.5 W and efficiency up to

90%, the series is also designed for applica-

tions seeking to reduce stand-by and overall

power consumption.  

The VMS series offers universal input (90-

264 Vac) and is available in 7 output voltage

models ranging from 3.3 to 48 Vdc. The

series can operate from 0° to 50° C at full

load, derating linearly to 50% load at 70°C.

Features of the VMS series include over-

voltage and short circuit protections.  

“The VMS-20, 40 and 60 series are the lat-

est release in what will be a quickly expand-

ing medical power portfolio for CUI,” stated

Kraig Kawada, CUI’s Director of Product

Management. “We intend to merge the latest

in green power technology with the exacting

design requirements of our medical cus-

tomers to develop a range of cutting-edge

products specifically for this rapidly growing

field,” concluded Kawada.

www.cui.com

20~60 W High Efficiency Medical Power Supplies

www.irf.com
www.rell.com/newdrivers
www.richardsonrfpd.com
www.cui.com
www.bodospower.com
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LED technology is becoming an increasingly popular choice for light-

ing up the headlights of modern cars as well as their displays and

cockpits. Special resistors are necessary to make the diodes work

properly.

LED (light emitting diode) technology provides automotive suppliers

with a challenge: The rear part of the light unit leaves only little space

for installation and the law requires a minimum brightness level. On

top of that, LED chains must not emit different brightness levels and

the technology has to withstand high temperatures up to 125 °C.

Consequently, resistors used in LED technology have to be very

small, perform extremely well, be extraordinarily robust, highly stable

and have a small tolerance. Isabellenhütte’s VMK resistors have the

required specifications:

• 1 Watt permanent power up to 110 °C terminal temperatureCon-

stant current up to 10 A (10 mOhm)

• Small size (1206; 3.2 x 1.6 mm)

• High pulse loadability (1 W)

• High long-term stability (0.1 % drift in 2,000 h)

• Component assembly: reflow and IR soldering

• TC < 20 ppm/K (temperature coefficient)

• AEC-Q200 certified

Long side termination alternative

Isabellenhütte’s VLK resistors with long side termination are also

used in LED technology. At a size of 0612 (3.25 mm length, 1.52 mm

width), they also provide particularly high performance and use little

space. The contacts on the long side make the component less sus-

ceptible to temperature and load cycles. 

Specifications at a glance:

• Low resistance starting from 1 mOhm

• 1 Watt permanent power up to 140 °C terminal temperature

• Constant current up to 30 A (1 mOhm)

• Small size (0612)

• High pulse loadability (1 W)

• High long-term stability (0.1 % drift in 2,000 h)

• Component assembly: reflow and IR soldering

• AEC-Q200 certified

www.isabellenhuette.de

Bright LED Technology Thanks to Correct Resistors

DELIVERING ELECTRICITY SMARTER

To find out more or to book please contact Laurann de Verteuil, Marketing Manager at

laurann.deverteuil@wtgevents.com or call +44 (0)207 202 7690 or visit www.thesmartgridsummit.com/register

Please quote the booking code SGBPS
Researched and Produced by:

24th - 25th January 2012
Grand Hôtel Stockholm, Sweden
www.thesmartgridsummit.com

Supported by:

Programme highlights include:
Profiling the Stockholm Royal Seaport project – a smart grid for a smart city

Interoperability and the development of the common technical standards that will connect the grid

International Partnerships and the Smart Grid - recommendations for boosting leadership in energy 

technology and innovation

Optimising power grids throughout Europe and the importance of active network operators

Building the communications network: the backbone of the smart grid

www.isabellenhuette.de
www.thesmartgridsummit.com
www.bodospower.com
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CUI Inc announced the release of five new

series of encapsulated ac-dc power supplies

ranging from 5 W to 25 W.  The board mount

VSK series is compact, measuring 2.0” x

1.0” x 0.6” in the 5 W package.  With effi-

ciency reaching 87% and an operating tem-

perature range of -25 to 70 °C, these isolat-

ed ac-dc modules are ideally suited for use

in low power ITE, industrial, and consumer

electronics applications where board space

is a concern.  

The VSK series provides continuous output

power, universal input (85-264 Vac), and are

offered in fully regulated dc outputs of 3.3, 5,

9, 12, 15, 24, and 48 Vdc.  The class II ac-

dc modules carry UL/cUL 60950-1 certifica-

tions as well as the CE mark.  Protections

for over voltage, over temperature, and short

circuit conditions are included.  Additionally,

the modules offer 4K Vac isolation in the 5

and 10 W versions and 3 K Vac isolation in

the 15, 20, and 25 W versions.  The VSK

series is available immediately through Digi-

Key with prices starting at $13.56 for 100

pcs. Please contact CUI for OEM pricing.

www.cui.com

Encapsulated ac-dc Power Supplies

Summit Microelectronics has expanded its fourth-generation family of

programmable Li-Ion battery charger integrated circuits (ICs) with the

introduction of two new products. The SMB346 and SMB347 deliver

up to 2.5A charge/system current with dual input/dual output Current-

Path™ technology for operation with a dead or missing battery. Dual

inputs accept both USB and AC/DC with automatic selection and

support for all battery charging standards: USB 2.0 specification,

USB on-the-go supplement, USB battery charging specification 1.2,

IEEE1725 standard, Chinese USB charging specification, and others.

Furthermore, the SMB346 and SMB347 are the only battery charger

ICs with CurrentPath™ to detect the input source type (USB

host/hub/charger, AC/DC, etc.) and automatically optimize operation

for the fastest and safest battery charging. 

The SMB346 and SMB347 are based on a 3MHz, switch-mode DC-

DC architecture, with minimal external components, which allows for

over 90 % efficient conversion and extremely compact solution size.

The devices enable fast charging due to higher charge currents,

while reduced thermal dissipation improves user comfort, system reli-

ability and Green operation (www.summitmicro.com/MobileGreen).

Furthermore, Summit’s proprietary TurboCharge™ patent-pending

technology enables high charge current, even from relatively low-

power sources (example: up to 750mA output from 500mA USB

source). As consumer devices continue to employ larger batteries,

the SMB346 and SMB347 reduce charge time for consumer conven-

ience. 

The SMB346 and SMB347 are ideal for a wide range of portable

devices such as smartphones, tablets, digital still cameras, digital

camcorders, wireless routers, portable media/MP3 players (PMP),

portable GPS navigation equipment, and portable game

consoles/controllers. 

www.summitmicro.com

Ultrafast Charging in Smartphones and Tablets 

with Programmable Flexibilty

www.ciu.com
www.summitmicro.com
www.xenbo.com
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Syfer, has announced the availability of a number of important exten-

sions to its already wide range of solder-in panel mount EMI filters.

Advanced in-house research and development has resulted in the

introduction of a series of discoidal capacitor versions, which offer the

advantage of high capacitance values, up to several microfarads, in a

compact and robust package.

Ideal as low-profile, panel mount filters, the SFSS devices are con-

structed with a discoidal capacitor soldered to a feedthrough pin.

They are offered with a choice of C0G/NP0 or X7R ceramic

dielectrics. Available in 5 different diameters (2.3mm, 2.8mm, 3mm,

5mm and 8.75mm), capacitance values range from 10pF to an

impressive 2.2μF.  Working voltages range from 50V to 3kV and

operating temperature range is -55 to 125oC.  These devices are

able to withstand a solder-in temperature of 250oC.  

Syfer maintains its global reputation for performance, offering the

highest voltage and capacitance for any given size. For designers

looking for space saving solutions, Syfer’s solder-in EMI filter ranges

allow the specification of smaller parts when compared to competitive

offerings. Custom devices can also be produced on request.

Aimed primarily at manufacturers of EMI filters, these low cost, yet

robust and reliable devices will also meet the demands of equipment

manufacturers in the communications, industrial, military/aerospace

and sensors markets.

The SFSS discoidal series joins the existing SFSR, SFST and SFSU

ranges of feedthrough EMI filters for soldering direct to a chassis or

panel, suitable for hole diameters of 2.9mm, 3.5mm and 5.8mm

respectively.  Featuring a metal body and epoxy encapsulation, they

offer superior filtering performance in a robust package. Working volt-

ages are from 50Vdc to 500Vdc.

Manufactured in the UK at Syfer’s Norwich facility, these fully RoHS

compliant capacitors are available immediately on an 8 to 14 week

lead time, depending on the quantity and specification ordered.  

www.syfer.com

High Capacitance, Low profile, Panel Mount Capacitors for EMI Filtering

www.new-energy.de

Make a note: 15 – 18 March 2012 · Husum

International Renewable 
Energy Exhibition and Congress

www.syfer.com
www.new-energy.de
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Just announced by Europe's leading MLCC

manufacturer, Syfer Technology, is a web-

based software package called CapCad™,

the software tool is easy and fast to use, and

provides circuit designers with a readily

accessible capacitor comparison facility.

CapCad™ includes SPICE models with vari-

ous parameter values that reflect typical per-

formance at the chosen frequencies.  Impor-

tantly, engineers can select the temperature

range relevant to the application, and adjust

it as necessary, to note how it may affect the

expected performance of the design. 

In operation, the user has the ability to plot

2-port Scattering Parameters, Impedance, Q

Factor or Equivalent Capacitance over any

frequency span from 1MHz to 40GHz.  Cap-

Cad™ also includes a Smith Chart utility,

plus the S-Parameter data can be copied

and converted in Touchstone format (s2p). 

The modelling software supports Syfer's

High Q range of multilayer capacitor devices.

It can be used to compare several devices at

one time, and allows designers to model the

cumulative effect of multiple devices in one

design.

Although the data presented by CapCad™

cannot be construed as a specification or

guarantee of actual performance, it is based

on calculated models to represent typical

performance. Device modelling is regarded

by engineers as a useful application devel-

opment tool, particularly for high frequency

products being designed into complex appli-

cations. CapCad™ is an important element

in Syfer's customer design and development

support programme.

The software tool is available free of charge,

downloadable from the company website at  

www.syfer.com

Web-Based Software Package to Select the Optimum Multilayer Capacitor 

Cree continues to advance the revolution in

high-efficiency power electronics with the

release of the industry’s first fully qualified

SiC MOSFET power devices in “bare die” or

chip form for use in power electronics mod-

ules. Cree’s SiC Z-FET™ MOSFETs and

diodes are used in advanced power elec-

tronics circuits to achieve significantly higher

levels of energy efficiency than is possible

with conventional silicon devices.

Power modules typically combine a number

of discrete power switching devices – MOS-

FETs and diodes – in a single integrated

package for high-voltage power electronics

applications such as three-phase industrial

power supplies, telecom power systems and

power inverters for solar and wind energy

systems. In traditional MOSFET packaging

technologies, the parasitic inductance of the

long leads can limit the switching capability

of SiC MOSFETs. By offering Cree cus-

tomers bare die alternatives, circuit design-

ers can now take full advantage of the

switching performance of SiC technology by

reducing the effects of the package-parasitic

inductance.

“With the availability of fully qualified SiC

MOSFETs as unpackaged chips, manufac-

turers of power modules can realize the per-

formance advantages of SiC devices—better

high temperature operation, higher switching

frequencies and lower switching losses –

without the limitations imposed by conven-

tional plastic packaging of discrete devices,”

explained Cengiz Balkas, Cree vice presi-

dent and general manager, power and RF.

“The design advantages of implementing

SiC power devices in power electronic mod-

ules include the ability to achieve higher cur-

rent and voltage ratings with fewer compo-

nents, which in turn can enable maximum

power density and increased reliability.”

www.cree.com/power

Silicon Carbide Power Devices In Chip Form 

With the WE-CMBH series Würth Elektronik

now also offers a common mode power line

choke in a horizontal version. With a profile

height of only 22 mm the power line choke is

ideal for slim housings.

Due to low-capacitance winding technology,

suppression over a wide band is now possi-

ble. This makes the WE-CMBH an excellent

choice for interference suppression in the

frequency range from 150 kHz to 30 MHz.

The product is available with inductance val-

ues from 1 mH up to 7 mH with a nominal

current of up to 10 A. 

In power electronics the WE-CMBH is used

as power filter and output filter as well as in

motor interference suppression.

Würth Elektronik specifies the operating tem-

perature range as –40 to +125 °C. 

The components are available ex stock.

Samples are provided free of charge.

www.we-online.com

Common Mode Power Line Choke for Ultra-Slim Products

www.cree.com/power
www.syfer.com
www.we-online.com
www.bodospower.com
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Texas Instruments introduced a 6-V, 6-A synchronous integrated

power module with integrated inductor, which achieves an industry-

best 750 watts per cubic inch and peak power efficiency up to 97

percent. The TPS84610 provides excellent thermal performance of

12°C/W, which is 40-percent better than competing modules. The

device simplifies telecom power designs for DSPs and FPGAs by

combining the inductor and passives onto one lead frame, requiring

only three external components for a complete, easy-to-design 150-

mm2 solution. For samples and evaluation module visit:

www.ti.com/tps84k-preu. 

The TPS84610 supports input voltages from 2.95 V to 6 V, generates

a low 0.8-V output and has an adjustable switching frequency from

500 kHz to 2 MHz. The 9-mm x 11-mm x 2.8-mm low-noise module

meets EN55022 Class B electromagnetic emissions, allowing it to

support noise-sensitive applications, such as broadband communica-

tions equipment. 

www.ti.com

Highest-Density 6-A Power Module With Integrated Inductor

Intersil Corporation has developed a series of single, dual and quad

digitally controlled potentiometers (DCPs) featuring the industry’s

lowest supply voltages, power consumption and noise. 

The ISL233x5 and ISL234x5 provide the most flexible and reliable

solution wherever a voltage or resistor setting is needed. Supply cur-

rent is as low as 2.8uA at 5V, which is 40% to 50% lower than most

competitive devices. Analog supply voltage can range from 1.7V to

5.5V.  The digital supply voltage may be even lower at 1.2V to 5.5V,

eliminating the need for a level shifter if the MCU has low voltage

digital interface outputs. Users can control the wiper position through

either the I2C or SPI interface.

The ESD tolerance is a robust 6.5kV HBM, and the DCPs are offered

in leaded packages for easy debugging as well as tiny microTQFN

packages for space-constrained applications.  Devices may be

ordered with 10kOhm, 50kOhm or 100kOhm total resistances. They

are designed for use as three-terminal potentiometers or as two-ter-

minal variable resistors in portable medical instrumentation, network

cards, smartphones, regulator margining and other applications

requiring calibration or digital control. 

www.intersil.com

Industry’s Lowest Supply Voltages and Power Consumption

www.intersil.com
www.ti.com
www.bodospower.com


SKiN Technology
Wire bond-free
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